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China’s Strategic Vision 

Regarding Relations 

with GCC Countries
The Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank is a model for this force, with its 
capital exceeding US$100 billion, along with influential Asian economic play-
ers, such as India, Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand, to build a supportive 
framework for development in the East and Southeast Asia region. 
China is always keen to employ its substantial financial resources to win new 
friends through the gateway of foreign investments and exports to various 
countries and regions of the world. The “Belt and Road” initiative is the most 
prominent example of this Chinese strategy.
Observers agree about China’s status in the current global system. Next to the 
U.S., China is the second largest economic power in the world and one of the 
permanent members of the UN Security Council. This per se suffices to make 
the Arabian Gulf region one of its priorities, whether by virtue of its responsi-
bility to maintain security and international stability or through its strategic 
interests as an oil-importing country that imports about 60 per cent of its oil 
needs from the Arabian Gulf region. 
China views the security and stability of the region with special interest, but it 
does not have a strategic vision based on hegemony and influence in the 
countries of the region. The Chinese vision seeks mainly to deepen the net-
work of mutual strategic interests and build strategic partnership relations 
based on economic cooperation, trade exchange and exchange of benefits, 
or what is known as power partnerships. The country has been accustomed 
to building zones of interests through the economic and investment chan-
nels, as well as the sectors of technology, industry and culture. In other words, 
it has achieved remarkable success in Africa, Asia and various regions of the 
world. Thus, China is expanding through soft power based mainly on eco-
nomic and investment partnerships. 
While China is not bound by alliances but by strategic partnerships with mul-
tiple parties, its relations with all regional parties avail it of the opportunity to 
play a role in preserving security and stability in such a way as to serve its in-
terests. However, China does not involve itself in any mediation roles for set-
tling crises, nor does it associate itself with groups to deal with the strategic 
challenges facing world peace. If necessary, it engages in this role within a 
multilateral international group, as in the case of the 5 + 1 group, which 
signed the nuclear agreement with Iran in 2015. 
China is keen to show a direct strategic challenge to American influence in 
the Arabian Gulf region. China’s approach stems from the desire of Chinese 
foreign policy planners to avoid any clash of interests that is destructive to 
Chinese-American relations. China does not want a cold war between the 
two major powers and avoids slipping into a military conflict. It resorts to 
harsh political rhetoric only in a few cases, such as issues related to China’s 
unity and national sovereignty .
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China’s strategic vision 

regarding its relations with 

GCC Countries is an integral 

part of the overall Chinese 

strategic vision. It seeks to 

employ the resources and 

mechanisms of the Chinese 

soft power to achieve the 

country’s strategic goals 

and possess the ability to 

influence international 

decision-making. This soft 

power is represented by 

the economy, investments, 

technology, trade, 

knowledge transfer and 

exchange of expertise. 
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MEBAA Show 2022
Takes Business Aviation to 
New Heights

Key players in the industry from over 96 countries took part, 
driving the business aviation industry forward. 
This year, the show featured the most diverse range of exhibi-
tors to date, with a large number of local, regional and interna-
tional exhibitors. It saw the return of major players such as 
Airbus, Boeing, Comlux, Bombardier, Embraer, Gulfstream 
and Dassault aviation, along with a host of new exhibitors, in-
cluding VOO, Executive Lifestyle, Tahseen, Mirai Flights and 
many more. 
BizAv Talks 

A key highlight for this year was the launch of  the BizAv 
Talks which featured sessions from over 45 industry leaders 
where they shared their insights on themes including future 
aviation, sustainability, emerging markets and regulations.
The show also welcomed a number of students from Westford 

University College, College of Engineering at Abu Dhabi Uni-
versity, Higher Colleges of Technology, Amity University 
Dubai, GEMS Education and Embry-Riddle Aeronautical Uni-
versity, with the aim to help inspire the next generation to 
join the industry.
Tim Hawes, Managing Director of Tarsus Group, said: “The 
ninth edition of the MEBAA Show saw a lot of innovation and 
positive discussion, and we look forward to seeing the im-
pact that the show has made in the coming months and 
years. A key highlight for this year was the launch of the BizAv 
Talks conference. It was brilliant to hear industry leaders and 
specialists from across the globe share their insights on some 
of the key themes shaping the industry, including sustain-
ability, future aviation and emerging markets.”
The BizAv Talks conference sessions highlighted the impor-

The Middle East & North Africa Business Aviation Association (MEBAA) Show 2022 turned out to be one of its most excit-

ing editions, witnessing a series of key deals and major announcements over three days. 

Held under the patronage of Sheikh Ahmed bin Saeed Al Maktoum, President of the Dubai Civil Aviation Authority, 

Chairman of Dubai Airports, Chairman and Chief Executive of Emirates Airline and Group, the 9th edition of the Show 

welcomed close to 10,000 attendees, 118 exhibitors and 16 aircraft on static display.
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sions. The Seastar is superior in important measures: speed, 
range, safety, cabin size, operations and maintenance costs.
The aircraft covers a wide range of operational applications 
from commercial and VIP passenger transportation to gov-
ernmental, corporate and special missions. Certification 
flights are expected to be completed in 2023, followed by en-
try-of-service the following year.
“Expanding our sales network to the Middle East, by partner-
ing with Gulf Enterprises, is a key strategic decision that 
brings the Next Gen Seastar to its natural environment that 
we are looking forward to embrace,” stated Juergen Heinrich, 
Dornier Seawings’ Co-CEO.
Richard Haas, CEO of Gulf Enterprises, noted: “Introducing the 
most advanced amphibian aircraft to the Middle East is a priv-
ilege to us. Representing the pioneering spirit and heritage of 
Dornier is an honour.” 
“We are pleased that the Dornier legacy of flying boats is 
reaching our shores in the not-too-distant future to serve the 
diverse mission requirements of our coastlines and islands,” 
stated Ali Ahmed Alnaqbi, Founding and Executive Chairman 
of MEBAA - the Middle East & North Africa Business Aviation 
Association.
New Contracts

Day two saw a series of key announcements and signings. 
RoyalJet and Honeywell signed a letter of intent to extend the 

tance of collaboration within the business aviation ecosys-
tem to help open up new opportunities, streamline services 
and tackle issues facing the sector.
Carlos Brana, Executive Vice President, Civil Aircraft at Das-
sault Aviation, commented: “Dassault Aviation presented our 
popular Falcon 8X very long range trijet at this year’s MEBAA 
show and exhibition, where it drew a lot of interest from the 
many prospective buyers and operators who also visited our 
chalet. Middle East owners appreciate the qualities of the Fal-
cons and we were able to discuss face to face with guests our 
two brand new Falcon 6X and 10X programmes.” 
Here are some of the highlights from the show:
Dornier Aircraft Deal

Dornier Seawings (Germany) and Gulf Enterprises (United 
Arab Emirates) signed an agreement during the Show which 
will enable the most advanced amphibian aircraft to enter 
the Middle Eastern market. The agreement sets out a strong 
partnership between both companies in sales and market-
ing, operational and maintenance set-up, and support for 
this region.
Dornier Seawings’ flagship aircraft is the German-engineered 
Seastar. With its corrosion-free, all composite airframe, the 
Seastar offers dual operation from both land and water, even 
under rough conditions.
Its versatility allows the Seastar to take on entirely new mis-

Show welcomed close to 

10,000 attendees
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current Ka-band connectivity services, Saudia Private Avia-
tion (SPA) signed an MoU with Redstar, and VPorts an-
nounced a partnership with UAE General Civil Aviation Au-
thority (GCAA) and the Mohammed bin Rashid Aerospace 
Hub (MBRAH) at Dubai South to establish the world’s first 
AAM integrator world centre in Dubai. 
Saudia Aerospace Engineering Industries (SAEI) signed four 
agreements, with Airbus Helicopter Arabia, Alpha Star Avia-
tion Services, Ubisense and The Helicopter Company (THC).
These followed on from a series of day one announcements, 
where MBRAH signed four agreements with Empire Aviation 
Group, Athena Security, Khaleej Aerospace Industries and 
Airline Support Baltic, and there was the official contract 
signing of the DC Aviation G-OPS joint venture for the open-
ing of a new Fixed Base Operator (FBO) at Nice Airport, 
among others.
Seven Presentations

Day two of the BizAv Talks conference included seven pre-
sentations and panel discussions under the theme ‘Tomor-
row’s Customer – Next-Generation’. 
With future aviation, digitalisation, blockchain, Artificial In-
telligence and crypto-based payments key focuses for this 
year’s MEBAA Show, sessions included a joint presentation, 
‘Stay ahead of the curve with cryptocurrencies’, from Robert 
Plhak, CEO of VOO, and Gernot Winter, CEO of AVINOC. 
The session focussed on how readiness and adaptability in 
this quickly evolving technological landscape is crucial in to-
day’s marketplace, assessing the purchasing methods of to-
morrow’s customers and benefits to providing flexible pay-
ment methods.
Winter said: “It’s not just about cryptocurrency, it’s about to-
kenisation as a whole, and the real goal is to connect the real 
world — the business aviation world — with the crypto 
world.” 
Co-founders of Odys Aviation, James Dorris and Axel Rader-
macher, presented at BizAv Talks with their session on ‘As-
sessing early adopters of the eVTOL revolutions’, which fo-

16 aircraft were on static 

display

BizAv Talks launch was a 

major highlight
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cussed on how eVTOLs will provide a fast alterna-
tive to congested city travel.
Cutting Emissions

Sustainability remained a key theme throughout the ninth 
edition of the show and a huge focus for the business avia-
tion sector as a whole. This year MEBAA Show worked with 
Air bp as the carbon offsetting sponsor for the show. 
A spokesperson from the bp target neutral team comment-
ed: “With support from Air bp, the MEBAA Show 2022 organ-
isers have been looking at ways to reduce carbon emissions 
from the show and have shared this information with Air bp. 
As the carbon offsetting sponsor for MEBAA Show 2022 Air 
bp will offset any remaining calculated carbon emissions via 
bp’s carbon management business, bp target neutral.”

Airbus-Citadel Tie-up

At MEBAA, Airbus Corporate Jets (ACJ) signed a 
partnership agreement with Citadel Completions 

LLC, based in Chennault International Airport, Louisiana, 
U.S., to enter the ACJ Services Centre Network. 

Citadel will provide to ACJ customers a wide spectrum of ca-
pabilities, including maintenance, engineering, modifica-
tion and upgrade services. The ACJ Service Centre Network 
already has locations in Dubai (UAE), Xiamen (China), Basel 
(Switzerland), Bordeaux (France) and Indianapolis (U.S.). Ca-
pabilities include all maintenance related activities, cabin-
refurbishing and cabin/system upgrades, giving ACJ cus-
tomers/operators a globally approved network of facilities to 
rely on.
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Citadel delivers customised service to its clients and is fo-
cused on design excellence and on-time aircraft redelivery. 
The company’s facilities include a 10,000 ft runway to ac-
commodate the largest aircraft and a skilled labour force for 
heavy maintenance, repair and overhaul services. The facili-
ty covers a sprawling 260,000 square feet, and its multiple 
hangars can accommodate multiple aircraft projects simul-
taneously. 
Magnix Engine

Magnix, an electric-motor developer for electric aircraft, 
showcased its Magnix 650 800 hp engine at the Show. 
The company, which has engines flying on four aircraft, ex-
pects Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) certification in 
mid-2025. 
Simon Roads, Magnix senior vice president of sales and mar-
keting, stated that the Middle East region provided “tremen-
dous opportunity” for its products.
Ultra-long-range Jet 

Gulfstream’s five-cabin G700 ultra-long-range jet  was on 
static display in a debut appearance at MEBAA. The aircraft is 

Remarkable Show
The global private jet market is projected to reach 
US$39.84 billion by 2025, from an estimated US$25.87 bil-
lion in 2021, and the Middle East, specifically the GCC re-
gion, is representing a major part of that growth. Most no-
tably, the UAE has seen some of the strongest business jet 
activity.
As Ali Ahmed Alnaqbi, Founding and Executive Chairman 
of MEBAA, stated: “This has been a remarkable MEBAA 
show and it was incredible to see industry leaders come 
together to drive real change for the future of business 
aviation. At MEBAA we also want to empower the future 
leaders, and it was fantastic to welcome students who 
have an interest in our sector and provide them with the 
platform to network with industry players and learn more 
about the vast opportunities available to them.”
The business aviation industry, according to him, has 
grown significantly in the last couple of years, not only in 
the Middle East region where mega events such as Expo 
2020 Dubai and the Qatar World Cup have led to increased 
demand, but also in key international markets. “Through-
out the three days, we saw an industry transition with sig-
nificant levels of innovation, technological advancement 
and digital transformations all indicating that this sector 
growth is set to continue well into the future.”
The next MEBAA Show is scheduled for December 10 to 
12, 2024, in Dubai.
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on a world tour that began in October following NBAA-
BACE. The tour includes 20 cities globally. Gulfstream ex-
pects certification of the aircraft in mid-2023.
‘Speed of Life’

Jetcraft, an aircraft sales, acquisitions and trading provider, 
celebrated its 60th anniversary at its annual end-of-year 
cocktail event at the MEBAA show by sharing its story on 
the world’s tallest building, the Burj Khalifa. The display on 
the Dubai’s landmark underlines its commitment to per-
form transactions at the “speed of life,” Jetcraft stated.
Bombardier’s MRO Facility

Bombardier announced plans to open a service centre at 

the Abu Dhabi International Airport as it works to expand its af-
termarket network. Construction has begun on the nearly 
100,000 ft. sq. Maintenance, Repair and Operations (MRO) facil-
ity, which will have capabilities for all Bombardier business jets. 
It will be Bombardier’s first full-service facility in the UAE. It’s tar-
geted to open in 2025. 
In addition, Jet Aviation, a division of General Dynamics, is ex-
panding its maintenance capabilities at its facility at the Dubai 
International Airport to keep up with requests for larger cabin 
refurbishment and other services.
Reference Text/Pic: 
www.mebaa.aero
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Vietnam’s 
Defence Expo 2022 
Attracts Major Industry Players
The Vietnam International Defence Expo 2022 (VIDEX 2022), a first of its kind event organised by the Ministry of Na-

tional Defence focussed on the international arms sales market, turned out to be a success attracting 174 exhibitors 

from 30 countries.

A number of conferences were also held as part of the exhibition that took place from December 8 to 10. 

Prime Minister Pham Minh Chinh inaugurated the Expo in Hanoi saying it offered a good chance for defence policymak-

ers and defence industry firms to meet and seek partnership towards a world of peace, cooperation and prosperity.
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communications equipment, and network security, especial-
ly the defence and security industry.
Viettel currently provides products under the C5ISR (Com-
mand, Control, Communication, Computer, Cyber, Intelli-
gence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance) combat model.
Robotics’ Hera UAV

RealTime Robotics Inc (RtR) highlighted the capabilities of the 
Hera unmanned aerial vehicle, which is being exported to the 
U.S., at the show.
According to Luong Viet Quoc, RtR General Director, the com-
pany had announced cooperation with CT Group to provide 
Hera drones for the security and defence sector in Vietnam. 
Hera has been developed for application in security and de-
fence with three features: Hera search and rescue, Hera recon-
naissance/combat and Hera flying 24/7.
Hera has also been selected by RMUS, a unit specialising in 
providing drones for the U.S. police. 
It is compact enough to be stored in a personal backpack but 
has a lifting capacity of up to 15 kg. Many different types of 
cameras can be attached to the drone.
Rafael’s Typhoon Deal

Rafael Advanced Defence Systems Ltd. bagged a contract to 

The exhibition was also attended by delegations of senior 
leaders of the Ministry of Defence, the armies of ASEAN and 
other countries, and representatives of agencies and units of 
the Ministry of National Defence and the Army.
Here’s a glimpse of the major happenings at the show:
Vietnamese Products

The Security Industry Department of the Vietnam Ministry of 
Public Security displayed 91 specialised and dual-use securi-
ty industrial products.
The products were divided into five groups – Technology; Ve-
hicle; Firefighting equipment and supplies; Support tools 
and Professional equipment provided by enterprises under 
the Security Industry Department.
The security products and modern weapons manufactured 
by companies under the Security Industry Department, in 
the group of supporting tools and professional equipment, 
included ice multi-purpose bullet pistol, explosive rocket 
launchers, grenade launcher, tear gas gun, grid gun, tear 
smoke grenades as well as clothing and equipment for offi-
cers and soldiers.
The Department of Security Industry also introduced dual-
use security products. 
Viettel Range 

Viettel, a state-owned enterprise and operated by the Minis-
try of National Defence, showcased 60 military and 59 civilian 
products at VIDEX 2022.
Among the products on display were long-range thermal 
camera (for sea), infrared search and track system, long-
range thermal camera (for air), thermal binocular, and un-
manned aerial vehicles.
As a telecommunication group under the Vietnam Army, 
Viettel is increasingly proving it capabilities by operating in 
many fields of telecommunications, including information 
services, research and manufacture of electronics and tele-

Vietnamese industry 

showcased 91 security 

products 

RtR highlighted capabilities 

of Hera UAV
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supply its Typhoon Mk30-C, counter-UAS, Next Generation 
Naval Remote Weapon Station (NRWS) to an undisclosed 
navy in Asia.
Vice President Ran Tavor, Head of Rafael’s Naval Warfare Sys-
tems Directorate said, “Our naval applications integrate the 
ground-breaking combat-proven technologies found in Ra-
fael’s systems across a multitude of domains, such as Artificial 
Intelligence and advanced computer vision.”
The Typhoon Mk30-C contract is worth tens of millions of 
dollars and will be fulfilled over the course of five years.
Rafael has also received an option for expansion for more sys-
tems over the course of the contract.
Equipped with the highly-reliable NGC Mk44S Bushmaster 
30 mm gun and its advanced ammunition, the Typhoon 
Mk30-C offers a superior capability in defending against mul-
tiple threats.
Indian Offer

Hoping to become one of Vietnam’s major providers of high 
tech weapons, India offered the country BrahMos cruise mis-
siles, the Akash missile air defence system, Varunastra anti-
submarine torpedoes, and coastal radars.
India and Vietnam share a Comprehensive Strategic Partner-
ship since 2016 and defence cooperation is a key pillar of this 
partnership. Vietnam is an important partner in India’s Act 
East policy and the Indo-Pacific vision.
Prime Minister Pham Minh Chinh visited the BrahMos pavil-
ion on the opening day and was briefed by top officials of the 
company, which is a joint venture between India’s Defence 
Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) and Rus-
sia’s NPO Mashinostroyeniya.
The Indian defence industry also showcased a model of the 
Tejas light fighter.
The Tejas Light Fighter light fighter is manufactured by Hin-
dustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) and is a fourth generation 
single-engine, single-pilot light fighter aircraft. 

Tejas is the smallest and lightest of current supersonic fighter 
aircraft. It can conduct missions at sea, including attacking 
enemy naval and air bases. Tejas’ combat radius is about 500 
km; the aircraft is capable of carrying 3.5 tonnes of weapons 
with eight pylons allowing it to carry different types of mis-
siles.
Russian Defence Systems

Rosoboronexport is offering Vietnam its Buk and Tor surface-
to-air missile (SAM) systems, Pantsir-S1 self-propelled anti-
aircraft gun/missile (SPAAGM) system, as well as the Verba 
and Igla-S man-portable air defence systems (MANPADS) 
suitable for building up air defences at various levels.
The company, which is part of the Rostec State Corporation, 
showcased Russia’s latest aircraft and helicopters, armoured 
vehicles, air defence assets, small arms and unmanned air-
craft systems at the exhibition. 
“Russia and Vietnam build their relations on long-standing 
traditions of friendship and mutual respect. Rosoboronex-
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port supports the development of bilateral strategic part-
nership and makes every effort to strengthen military-tech-
nical cooperation between our countries,” said Alexander 
Mikheev, Director General of Rosoboronexport.
The Russian exhibit included more than 400 military, civil-
ian and dual-use products developed and manufactured 
by leading Russian enterprises, including those affiliated to 
Rostec.
Rosoboronexport exhibited a full-scale model of the Orlan-
10E unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), as well as a line of Rus-
sian-made UAVs, including the Orlan-30, a new product of 
2022, the Orion-E reconnaissance/strike unmanned aircraft 
system and the Kub-E loitering munition.
Cuban Delegation

Defence ties between Vietnam and Cuba got a boost fol-
lowing a meeting between Divisional General Víctor Rojo 
Ramos, head of the Political Directorate of the Cuban Revo-
lutionary Armed Forces (FAR), and General Luong Cuong, 
Chairman of the General Department of Politics under the 
Vietnam People’s Army (VPA).

The Vietnam Defence 2022 covered an area of 
over 50,000sq.m, including more than 20,000 
sq.m outdoor space.
“Economics – Defence Combination in the Digi-
tal Technology Era” 2022 Exhibition – Exposition 
VIDEX 2022 (under the National Programme on 
Trade Promotion) officially closed the series of 
field events held from December 8 to 10 with 
various seminars, Memorandums of Under-
standing on strategic cooperation between or-
ganisations and businesses.
As the organisers pointed out, the event high-
lighted notable achievements of Vietnam in 
combining national defence with economics 
and vice versa.

Notable Event

Divisional General Ramos was in Vietnam as head of a dele-
gation attending the Defence Expo.
The two countries signed a defence cooperation pact in 
2011 and followed it up with a defence cooperation plan for 
2020-2022. Since the signing of the agreements, coopera-
tion between the two defence industries, delegation ex-
changes as well as collaboration in human resources train-
ing have picked up intensity.
After their meeting, the two officers signed a memorandum 
of understanding on increasing defence cooperation be-
tween the two countries. 
IAI Promotes LORA

Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI), which has an expansive 
portfolio of products and capabilities for air, land, naval, 
space and cyber domains, was optimistic about its chances 
of making further inroads into the Vietnamese defence mar-
ket.
The company has a sizable presence in the region and is also 
the largest Israeli defence company operating in Hanoi.
Among the products that IAI highlighted was LORA, a com-
bat-proven missile that acts as an effective deterrent be-
cause of its ability to strike deep and accurately in the enemy 
area. Also being promoted were air and missile defence sys-
tems, such as Barak MX, and sensors, satellites, and un-

India displayed a model of 

Tejas light fighter

IAG presented capabilities 

of Sentinel ARV
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manned aerial systems. 
Nexter’s Robot Range

French defence company Nexter, which has business relation-
ships with the Vietnamese military, was looking for further op-
portunities to expand its footprint in Vietnam.
Nexter showcased a variety of products, including ammuni-
tion for the navy, artillery systems and robotics.
As a systems architect and integrator, Nexter has, over the 
years, developed a wide range of defence products in the fields 
of land combat systems, artillery, ammunition, weapons and 
robotics.
Nexter Robotics’ robots meet the expectations of the French 
and international armies and are much in demand for a variety 
of tasks such as reconnaissance, anti-IED (improvised explosive 
devices, opening route), automated conveying (fardier/MULE) 
and protection of soldiers (remotely operated weapon plat-
forms). 

The company’s range of robots not only covers a large part of 
the defence sector missions but is also used by police forces 
and fire fighters. The robots include reconnaissance micro-
bots to heavy logistics or armed robots, as well as aerial 
drones.
Sentinel ARV

Armoured vehicle manufacturer International Armoured 
Group (IAG) highlighted the capabilities of the all-new Senti-
nel Armoured Rescue Vehicle (ARV) at the show.
The all new IAG Sentinel ARV is an armoured rescue vehicle 
re-designed specifically for tactical response teams, with 
added interior space and overall functionality in the event of 
a rapid deployment. 
The armouring system on the Sentinel Armoured Rescue Ve-
hicle protects the entire cabin with blast protection under-
neath the vehicle. The engine bay and fuel tank are also ar-
moured to prevent the vehicle from being disabled from bal-
listic threats or shrapnel. An optional turret system can be in-
tegrated to work in conjunction with the armoured roof es-
cape hatch. High payload wheels and tire package features 
an integrated run-flat and bead lock system to prevent the 
tyres from dismounting from the wheel, as well as enables 
the vehicle to continue operating in the event of tyre punc-
tures.
IAG has sold many products to Vietnam Ministry of Defence 
and the Ministry of National Police, including ambulances 
and transit vehicles.
The company specialises in the fields of design, engineering, 
prototyping and manufacturing of armoured commercial 
and tactical vehicles, armoured components and ballistic 
glass and framing systems .
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H.H. Sheikh Khaled bin Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Member of 
Abu Dhabi Executive Council and Chairman of Abu Dhabi Executive 
Office, and H.R.H. Prince Al-Hussein bin Abdullah II, Crown Prince of 
Jordan, recently witnessed a joint military tactical exercise between 
the armed forces of the UAE and Jordan. The activity took place in a 
training field in Abu Dhabi.
 The exercise, which included a daytime attack drill by the Zayed 
(LeClerc) Tank company, aims to develop the capabilities and com-
bat skills of the participating forces, in addition to qualifying and 

training them to operate under various conditions and 
across different scenarios.
 H.H. Sheikh Khaled and the Jordanian Crown Prince listened 
to a briefing on the activities of the exercise, which included 
several joint exercises, including the activities of the plan-
ning and execution operations, which showcased the newly 
acquired combat skills and the quality of training that the 
participating forces received, as well as their high level of co-
ordination in executing joint military operations .

Khaled bin Mohamed bin Zayed, 
Jordanian Crown Prince Attend 
Joint Military Exercise
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Hamdan bin Zayed Visits Liwa Air 
Base, Inaugurates Road Dedicated to 
first Emirati Military Pilot

Al Rumaithi Receives Chief of Staff of 
the Korean Army

H.H. Sheikh Hamdan 
bin Zayed Al Nahyan, 
Ruler’s Representative 
in Al Dhafra Region, af-
firmed the keenness of 
the UAE, under the 
leadership of President 
His Highness Sheikh 
Mohamed bin Zayed 
Al Nahyan, to supply 
the UAE Armed Forces 
with cutting-edge 
weapons and equip-
ment, enabling them 
to optimally perform 
their role in defending the country and protecting its security, 
stability and gains.
The UAE Armed Forces also assist in many areas of humanitar-
ian work, aiding in preserving the world’s security and safety, 
he added.
He made this statement during his vist to Liwa Air Base, where 
he was received by Lt. General Hamad Mohammed Thani Al 

Rumaithi, Chief of Staff of 
the UAE Armed Forces, 
Mattar Salem Al Dhaheri, 
Under-Secretary of the 
Ministry of Defence, Major 
General Staff Pilot Ibrahim 
Nasser Mohamed Al Alawi, 
Commander of the Air 
Force and Air Defence, and 
several senior officers 
from the UAE Armed Forc-
es.
During his visit, Sheikh 
Hamdan lauded the level 
of advancement of the 

UAE Armed Forces and Air Force, noting that Emirati citizens 
have a high sense of determination, devotion and giving. He 
also expressed his confidence in Emirati youth and their abil-
ity to deploy advanced weapons and technologies.
Sheikh Hamdan also inaugurated a road dedicated to the 
late Ahmed Khamis Al Hameli, who was the first Emirati mili-
tary pilot .

His Excellency Lieutenant General Hamad Thani Al Rumaithi, 
Chief of Staff of the UAE Armed Forces, recently received 
General Park Jeong-hwan, Chief of Staff of the Republic of 
Korea Army and his international delegation, in his office.
His Excellency welcomed the Korean Chief of Staff, praising 
the bilateral relations between the two countries and the de-
velopment and growth of joint military cooperation.
During the meeting, talks were exchanged on joint military 
cooperation relations and ways of enhancing and develop-
ing them were reviewed .
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U.S. Approves Sale of Stinger Man 

Portable Ground-to-Air Missiles to Finland

The U.S. State Department has recently approved a possible 
Foreign Military Sale to the Government of Finland for FIM-
92K Stinger Man Portable missiles; Production Verification 
Flight Test (PVFT) FIM-92K Stinger Man Portable missiles, and 
related equipment for an estimated cost of US$380 million. 
The Government of Finland has requested to buy 350 FIM-
92K Stinger Man Portable missiles and five Production Verifi-
cation Flight Test (PVFT) FIM-92K Stinger Man Portable mis-
siles. Also included are support equipment; production sup-
port, engineering and technical services; transportation ser-
vices; and other related elements of programme and logis-
tics support.
This proposed sale will support the foreign policy and na-
tional security of the U.S. by improving the security of a trust-
ed partner, which is an important force for political stability 
and economic progress in Europe. 

The proposed sale will work to improve Finland’s defence 
and deterrence capabilities. The country intends to use 
these defence articles and services to increase its national 
stock. This critical platform will bolster the land and air de-
fence capabilities in Europe’s northern flank, supporting the 
U.S. European Command’s top priorities. 
The principal contractors will be Raytheon Missiles and De-
fense, Tucson, AZ and Lockheed Martin Corporation.

New Zealand Receives First P-8A 
Poseidon

New Zealand recently received the first of four Boeing P-8A 
Poseidon maritime patrol aircraft in a ceremony. The mile-
stone comes four years after the New Zealand Government 
entered into an agreement with the U.S. Navy for the P-8A.
The P-8 is a long-range anti-submarine warfare, anti-surface 
warfare, intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance air-

craft capable of broad-area, maritime and littoral opera-
tions. It also performs humanitarian and search and rescue 
missions around the world.
“Delivery of the P-8A will ensure New Zealand maintains a 
patrol and response capability that will support law en-
forcement in our Exclusive Economic Zone and the South-
ern Ocean,” said Sarah Minson, acting Deputy Secretary 
Capability Delivery, New Zealand Ministry of Defence. “The 
P-8A will also assist our South Pacific necessary and deliver 
long-range search and rescue capability.”
New Zealand’s three remaining P-8 aircraft are all in the ad-
vanced stages of production and will be delivered in 2023. 
The aircraft will replace the country’s current fleet of six 

P-3K2 Orions and will be based at Royal New Zealand Air Force 
Base Ohakea.
Boeing Defence Australia will provide sustainment services 
for New Zealand’s fleet with the support of the P-8 Interna-
tional Programme. The global operating P-8 fleet has amassed 
more than 450,000 mishap-free flight hours.
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Pratt & Whitney Wins F135 Engine 
Core Upgrade Contract

Pratt & Whitney, a Raytheon Technologies business, recently 
won a US$115 million contract for the F135 engine enhance-
ment effort, also referred to as an engine core upgrade. The 
contract award will support Pratt & Whitney’s preliminary 
development activities through 2023.
The F135 engine core upgrade delivers one of the fastest, 
most cost-efficient, lowest risk paths to Block 4 capability for 
all global F-35 operators. It is the only F-35 propulsion option 
that is a ‘drop-in’ solution for all variants, adding no weight 
and avoiding disruptive and costly air vehicle changes that 
would introduce additional costs, schedule delays, and tech-
nical risk.
“Upgrades like this are a normal part of any major defence 
programme, and the F135 engine has been pushed beyond 
its original specifications for too long,” said Jill Albertelli, 
president of Pratt & Whitney’s Military Engines business. 
“The F-35 engine core upgrade saves taxpayers US$40 bil-

lion in lifecycle costs and builds upon a combat-tested engine 
architecture that has more than one million flight hours.”
The F135 programme is a major driver of economic growth in 
the state of Connecticut and around the country, supporting 
more than 53,000 jobs across 36 states.

U.S. Army Opts for Sarcos Defense’s 
Robotic Arm
Sarcos Defense, a subsidiary of Sarcos Technology and Robotics Corporation (Sar-
cos), a company involved in the design, development, and manufacture of ad-
vanced robotic systems, recently announced it had been awarded a US$1 m con-
tract by the Army Applications Laboratory, U.S. Army Futures Command for the 
testing of a robotic solution developed for ammunition handling and manoeu-
vring.
The Sarcos robotic ammunition handling solution leverages a dexterous robotic 
arm that was designed to be integrated into the U.S. Army’s fleet of Self-Propelled 
Howitzer Systems, specifically the Extended Range Cannon Artillery system. The 
company will extensively test this robotic system to ensure it meets requirements 
for Army use, including shock and vibration absorption and withstanding extreme 
temperatures, humidity, and sand and dust incursion.
The robotic system was designed to address fatigue and injuries among soldiers 
caused by the prolonged lifting and placing of 100-pound rounds of ammunition 
from a rack to the cannon loader.
Reeg Allen, vice president of business development, Sarcos, said: “Our goal with the 
development of this robotic ammunition is to help the Army successfully accom-
plish their missions with lower rates of injury by having a robot lift and place the 
heavy ammunition rounds”.
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Elbit Systems UK’s ICAVS(D) Delivers 
Flexible Training 

Elbit Systems UK’s Interim Combined Arms Virtual Simulation 
(Deployable) (ICAVS(D)) has proved its agility and highly de-
ployable capabilities in British Army exercises in Germany 
and Estonia after eight months in service.
ICAVS(D) was deployed as part of Exercise CERBERUS 22 in 
November, one of the largest Field Army exercises in Europe 

for over a decade. The flexibility and immersion provided by 
ICAVS(D) offer extensive mission rehearsal in complex envi-
ronments for both mounted and dismounted operations. It 
is currently in use by British troops in Estonia as part of Opera-
tion CABRIT.
In April this year, ICAVS(D) came into service, providing a so-
lution that is mobile and can be rapidly deployed by troops 
on exercise with systems configured to maximise soldiers’ 
use of physical space, allowing them to capitalise on precious 
live-fire training opportunities. Selected as a pathfinder proj-
ect for the British Army’s Collective Training and Transforma-
tion Programme (CTTP), ICAVS(D) reached Full Operational 
Capability to schedule at the system’s 25th training event at 
Tidworth on Salisbury Plain in the summer. 
ICAVS(D) uses the latest high-specification hardware and De-
fence Virtual Simulation Software to deliver immersive virtu-
al tactical training in the Army’s Battlecraft Syllabus, enabling 
regular and reserve units to get the most out of subsequent 
live field training exercises.

Collins Aerospace Designs New 

Spacesuits for NASA
Collins Aerospace, a Raytheon Technologies business, along 
with its partners ILC Dover and Oceaneering, was awarded a 
contract to design, develop and demonstrate the next-gener-
ation spacesuit for the International Space Station. This is Col-
lins’ first task order under NASA’s Exploration Extravehicular 
Activity Services (xEVAS) contract, which was awarded in May 
2022.
The next-generation spacesuit contains everything an astro-
naut needs to survive in the vacuum of space. Made up of 
more than 18,000 parts and with an interior volume the size of 
a small refrigerator, the suit provides oxygen, CO2 removal, 
electrical power, hydration, ventilation, thermal control and 
communications.
Collins’ suit is lighter in weight and has lower volume to im-
prove astronaut efficiency, range of motion and comfort. De-
signed to fit nearly any body type, it also has an open architec-

ture design, allowing the suit to be easily modified as mis-
sions change or become more advanced.
“Our next-generation spacesuit was built by astronauts for 
astronauts, continuing Collins’ long-standing legacy as a 
trusted partner of NASA’s human space exploration,” said 
Dave McClure, vice president and general manager, ISR & 
Space Solutions with Collins Aerospace .
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Rheinmetall to Supply 30mm 
Ammunition for Puma IFV 

Patria AMVXP 8x8 Selected by Japan 

The German Bundeswehr has signed a framework 
agreement with Rheinmetall to supply over 600,000 
rounds of medium-calibre ammunition for the Puma in-
fantry fighting vehicle. In total, ammunition is to be pro-
cured for around EUR 576 million. 
The budget committee of the German Parliament ap-
proved the bill for this comprehensive procurement on 

The Japan Ministry of Defense announced that the Patria AMVXP 
8x8 had been selected for the Japan Ground Self-Defense Force as 
their next Wheeled Armored Personnel Carrier 8x8 vehicle under the 
WAPC programme. The selection includes the manufacturing li-
cence of the vehicles in Japan, with a contribution to the local econo-
my and technology development, securing the supply and service in 
the country. 

November 30. A first call-off of around 25,000 
rounds of DM21 30mm x 173 cal. ammunition is 
expected to come soon. This automatic cannon 
ammunition order for the Puma will ensure an 
adequate operational supply for the NATO Very 
High Readiness Joint Task Force (VJTF). 
The Puma infantry fighting vehicle is equipped 
with a Rheinmetall MK30-2/ABM automatic can-
non (ABM stands for airburst munition). Com-
bining a high rate of fire with the latest ammuni-
tion technology, the MK30-2/ABM is a reliable 
weapon system. With a maximum operating ra-

dius of more than 2,000 metres, the MK30-2/ABM is effective 
against targets on land, at sea and in the air. 
The company produces two main types of 30mm x 173 cal. ser-
vice ammunition for the Puma: the KE-TF DM21 and KE DM33. 
Both were developed and qualified in accordance with the latest 
standards and are unmatched when it comes to reliability, effec-
tiveness, penetrating performance, and precision.

The Patria AMVXP 8x8 vehicles will replace the Type-
96 8x8 Armoured Personnel Carrier vehicles, which 
are currently in service by Japan Ground Self-Defense 
Force.
“Patria AMVXP 8x8 has successfully proven its superi-
or performance, as well as its mobility and protection, 
in various crisis management missions, and Japan 
will be the ninth user country of Patria’s AMV vehicle 
family. The Japan Ground Self-Defense Force will re-
ceive state-of-the-art and high-performance Japa-
nese-manufactured AMVXP 8x8 vehicles to support 
critical operations for decades to come”, said Janne 

Räkköläinen, Senior Vice President of Market Area 
World at Patria.
Patria has worked for the WAPC programme since 
2018, and it has also established a local subsidiary, Pa-
tria Japan Ltd., to support its activities in Japan. The 
next step in the programme is licence negotiations 
which will start immediately.
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Ammunition,
its Trajectory, and 

Manufacturers 
Ammunition is what gives a weapon system lethality. Since its invention in the 

mid-19th century, ammunition has played a decisive role in how militaries, law en-

forcement, and security personnel operate. There is a direct correlation between 

supplies and the escalation, prolonging and intensifying the outcomes of armed 

conflict and crime. The axiom, “a gun without ammunition is useless,” highlights 

two important points; a defence force needs to have an adequate supply to defend 

its nation, and supply will shape military tactics. 

Local companies that provide reliable ammunition products are, therefore, crucial to 
the functioning of a capable defence force and the sovereignty of states.
The international market and scale of ammunition is huge and continues to grow even 
as demand may not be able to keep up with supply. According to Fortune Business In-
sights, in 2019, the global market size of ammunition was valued at US$25.46 billion 
and is projected to reach US$29.96 billion in 2027. Global demand versus supply for 
small arms ammunition has been an issue for decades. Past and ongoing conflicts, as 
well as the commercial market, demand a high number of cartridges, often needing a 
globalised approach to procurement. In 2005, in the U.S., the Lake City Arms Ammuni-
tion Plant produced around 1.2 billion small calibre cartridges each year for the U.S. 
Army, and even these quantities were still not enough as more had to be imported. 
From 2020 to the present, the U.S. market has been facing a shortage of bullets against 
growing gun sales and demand.
The Small Calibre Ammunitions Market

According to Emergen Research, in 2020, the small calibre ammunition market in-
creased to US$7.74 billion and is expected to reach US$ 9.35 billion in 2028, with a com-
pound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 2.3 per cent between 2020 and 2027. The ‘Global 
Small Caliber Ammunition Market’ report states the contributing factors to this growth 
are increased defence spending, growing interest in activities such as hunting and 
shooting, increasing number of civilian gun owners, rising concerns regarding personal 
safety, and owning a gun for self-defence and protection.
In end-use, the global small calibre ammunition market is split into military, law en-
forcement, hunting and sporting, and others. Law enforcement is expected to register a 
significantly rapid growth rate during the forecast period due to the higher usage of 
small-calibre ammunition, especially for training purposes. Another major reason cited 
is a rapid investment in setting up troops and task forces for special operations, requir-

The small calibre 

ammunition market 

is expected to reach 

US$ 9.35 billion in 

2028

Arafat Al Yafei, CEO of LAHAB
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ing more weapons and ammunition.
The global demand for small-calibre ammunition is set to 
grow considerably. Spikes in demand for all ammunition cali-
bres are likely to occur when considering ongoing conflicts.
The Large Calibre Ammunitions and Aircraft Munitions 

Markets

The global large calibre ammunition market is projected to 
achieve steady growth from 2022 to 2028. Valued at US$369 
million in 2020, it is expected to reach US$452.5 million in 
2028, according to Emergen Research. Different sources pre-
dict a different CAGR, ranging from 2.5 per cent to 5 per cent. 
This growth rate is due to several factors, mainly an increase 
in foreign deployment of armed forces and rising demand for 
firepower support on the battlefield. Notably, artillery muni-
tion accounted for a significantly large revenue share in 2020. 
“The ability to target enemy positions near inhabited areas 
without causing collateral damage is something that majori-
ty of governments recognise as a benefit of possessing artil-
lery ammunition,” the report stated. The CAGR may rise as 
ongoing conflicts are demanding more artillery munition.
The aircraft munitions market was estimated at US$463 mil-
lion in 2021 and is projected to reach US$571 million by 2026 
at a CAGR of 4.3 per cent, according to a MarketsandMarkets 
report. Rising demand for different types of missiles with 
various ranges is driving the market. The adoption of these 
systems by air forces worldwide has largely been due to the 
effectiveness of the system. “Advanced precision-guided 
weapon technology is now a prerequisite for a modern mili-
tary inventory,” the report stated.

The increasing demand for a diverse range of aircraft muni-
tions may highlight an access issue. Armed forces’ entry into 
the aircraft munitions market may come at a high price if re-
gional suppliers are unavailable, hindering the quantitative 
and qualitative procurement measures. Therefore, the impor-
tance for armed forces to have a tried and tested regional mu-
nitions supplier is pivotal to modernisation efforts that are 
taking place globally.
Manufacturing modernisation efforts such as the UAE’s In-
dustry 4.0 initiative point to the increasing global trend to es-
tablish production sovereignty and advanced capabilities in 
industries such as defence. To produce and manufacture mu-
nition, a deep understanding of munition, along with the 
necessary machinery, raw materials and components, is es-
sential. Armed forces should invest in reliable, regional muni-
tion providers with strong supply chains and international 
standards. State-of-the-art facilities, such as those estab-
lished in the UAE for munition production, play a direct role in 
safeguarding nations and regions against the evolving 
threats seen today .

The aircraft munitions market 

is projected to reach US$571 

million by 2026 at a CAGR of 

4.3 per cent

To produce and manufacture mu nition, a deep understanding of munition, along 

with the necessary machinery, raw materials and components, are essential 
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The U.S. Air Force (USAF) on December 2 publicly un-

veiled the  B-21 Raider, the first new, long-range strike 

bomber in a generation and an aircraft specifically de-

signed to be the multifunctional backbone of the mod-

ernised bomber fleet.

The B-21 Raider will be capable of delivering both conven-
tional and nuclear munitions. 
It will also be able to penetrate the toughest defences to de-
liver precision strikes anywhere in the world and is consid-
ered the future of deterrence.
While the B-21 isn’t expected to be operational and intro-
duced into service for several more years, the formal unveil-

ing ceremony hosted by Northrop Grumman Corporation at 
its production facilities in California is a significant milestone 
in the Air Force’s effort to modernise combat capabilities. 
The B-21 will gradually replace the ageing B-1 Lancer and B-2 
Spirit bombers now in service.
The new bomber could cost nearly US$700m (£569m) each. 
As expected, specific details of the aircraft remain shrouded 
in secrecy.
Secretary of Defence Lloyd J. Austin: “The B-21 Raider is a tes-
tament to America’s enduring advantages in ingenuity and 
innovation. And it’s proof of the Department’s long-term 
commitment to building advanced capabilities that will for-

USAF Reveals  
New High-Tech 
Stealth Bomber
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B-21 is capable of 

penetrating toughest 

defences

tify America’s ability to deter aggression, to-
day and into the future.”
Changing Threats

The world and its threats have changed dra-
matically since the last new bomber was in-
troduced in 1988, as has the way the Air 
Force, other U.S. military services and allies 
work together as a joint, multi-domain force. 
Senior defence officials say that new think-
ing and innovation are needed to meet 
emerging threats.
“That innovative spirit is sitting behind us 
right now,” Air Force Chief of Staff Gen. CQ 
Brown, Jr., told reporters shortly before the 
plane was unveiled.
The B-21 is the first new bomber to be intro-
duced since the end of the Cold War. Air 
Force officials envision an ultimate fleet of at 
least 100 aircraft with an average procure-
ment unit cost requirement of US$692 mil-
lion.
The specific B-21 unveiled on Dec. 2 is one of 
six under production. Each is considered a 
test aircraft, but each is being built on the 
same production line, using the same tools, 
processes, and technicians who will build 
production aircraft. This approach has en-
abled production engineers and technicians 
to capture lessons learned and apply them 
directly to follow-on aircraft.
Preferred Locations

While the precise date when the B-21 will en-
ter service is unknown, basing decisions have been 
made.  Ellsworth AFB,  South Dakota will become the first 
Main Operating Base and formal training unit for the 
B-21. Whiteman AFB, Missouri, and Dyess AFB, Texas, are the 
preferred locations for the remaining home bases. Each will 
receive aircraft as they become available.
In addition to building a bomber with state-of-the-art tech-
nology and capabilities, Air Force officials emphasised the 
focus on containing costs while simultaneously allowing for 
maximum flexibility.
For example, the B-21 is designed with an open systems ar-

chitecture that will enable rapid future capability integration 
to keep pace with the highly contested threat environment.
The design is based on firm requirements with existing and 
mature technology to control programme costs. The plane’s 
prime contractor, Northrop Grumman, has been directed to 
use production processes, production tooling, and a produc-
tion workforce that ensures sustained and seamless produc-
tion while avoiding unnecessary costs.
Development Track

The Department of the Air Force Rapid Capabilities Office 
leads the development of the B-21 Raider under the direc-
tion of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and 
Sustainment and the Secretary of the Air Force.
The Air Force awarded the B-21 Engineering and Manufac-
turing Development contract to Northrop Grumman on Oc-
tober 27, 2015. Northrop Grumman’s partners on the B-21 
programme include Pratt & Whitney, Janicki Industries, Col-
lins Aerospace, GKN Aerospace, BAE Systems and Spirit Aero-
systems.
In 2018, the programme successfully conducted the weapon 
systems Critical Design Review, a comprehensive pro-
gramme-wide evaluation of design maturity, stability and 
risk.
The B-21 Raider is named in honour of the historic Doolittle 
Raiders, U.S. Army Air Force men who are known for their sur-
prise attack against Japan during World War II on April 18, 
1942, which forced the Japanese to recall combat forces for 
home defence, and boosted morale among Americans and 
U.S. allies abroad. The designation B-21 recognises the Raider 
as the first bomber of the 21st century.

General Characteristics
Primary Function: Nuclear-capable, penetrating 
strike stealth bomber
Lead Command: Air Force Global Strike Command
Inventory: Minimum of 100 aircraft
Average Unit Procurement Cost (APUC): US$550 
million (base year 2010 dollars) US$639 million (base 
year 2019 dollars) / US$692 million (base year 2022 
dollars)
APUC is the total cost of all procurement funding to 
include, aircraft flyaway costs, support equipment, 
training, spares, and engineering change orders di-
vided by a minimum of 100 aircraft.
Munitions: Nuclear and conventional
Operational: Mid-2020s 
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Baykar’s Kızılelma 
Drone Passes First 
Test Run

Kızılelma can carry 1,500 kg 

payload 

First flight of Kızılelma 

planned in 2023

Türkey’s first indigenous unmanned fighter aircraft 

Bayraktar Kızılelma, which is expected to make a differ-

ence on the battlefield especially with its landing and 

take-off capability on ships with short runways, has 

passed the first test run.

Developed by Baykar Technologies, the first flight of Kızılelma 
is slated to take place next year.
Bayraktar Kızılelma, transferred to Akıncı Flight Training and 
Test Center in the northwestern province of Tekirdağ’s Çorlu 
district, earlier successfully completed taxi and ground driv-
ing tests with safety ties.
Then, the first test runs without safety ties was directed by 
Selçuk Bayraktar, the company’s chief technology officer.
Developed considering short-runway ships such as the TCG 
Anadolu, Türkey’s first landing helicopter dock (LHD)-class 
vessel, the fighter jet will play an important role in overseas 
missions thanks to this feature. It will have a low radar signa-
ture thanks to its design.
The autonomously manoeuvring Kızılelma will be capable of 
operating in tandem with piloted aircraft, and may carry air-
to-air missiles. The UAV is projected to conduct a multitude of 
military actions, such as strategic offensives, close air support 
(CAS), missile offensives, suppression of enemy air defenses 
(SEAD) and destruction of enemy air defences (DEAD).
Two Versions

The drone is designed in two versions. The basic version is de-
signed for offshore operations. It will develop subsonic 
speeds and be based aboard TCG Anadolu-class landing 
ships. The second option is planned to be adapted to work 
with fighters, first the F-16, and then with the 5th generation 

TAI TF-X aircraft (Milli Muharip Uçak is the national combat 
aircraft).
Kızılelma will be able to carry 1,500 kilogrammes of payload 
(weapons and devices, etc.) Its flight range is 930 kilometres, 
while the operating altitude was declared as 10,668 metres. 
It can operate in the air for five hours and has a maximum 
speed of 900 km/h.
It will be equipped with the locally made active electronically 
scanned array (AESA) radar.
Unlike unmanned aerial vehicles, Kızılelma will also provide 
effectiveness against air targets with domestic air-air muni-
tions. It was showcased at Teknofest, Türkey’s largest aero-
space and technology festival, in the northern province of 
Samsun, attracting great attention despite ongoing design 
and development efforts.
The Turkish drones got global attention amid the Second 
Nagorno-Karabakh War that broke out on Sept. 27, 2020, be-
tween Armenia and Azerbaijan when Türkey supplied its ally 
Azerbaijan with unmanned aerial vehicle (UAVs) for use in 
the conflict .
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iMUGS Demos 
Automated Missions 
in Germany

The iMUGS project (Inte-

grated Modular Un-

manned Ground Sys-

tem), part of the EDIDP 

(European Defence In-

dustry Development Pro-

gramme), was recently 

presented at the military 

training area in Lehnin, 

Germany. The event was 

organised by KMW 

(Krauss-Maffei Weg-

mann) and attended by 

high-ranking interna-

tional guests. The project 

aims to develop and test a 

modular, safe and scalable 

architecture for future un-

manned systems. 

The focus of the demonstra-
tion was to showcase the interaction of unmanned and 
manned systems on the ground and in the air. In addi-
tion, the use of cyber security to defend against current 
threats and autonomy solutions were highlighted. 
KMW is the head of the subproject Manned-Unmanned 
Teaming. The vehicle systems BOXER and DINGO are the 
interfaces for unmanned ground vehicles and un-
manned air systems. All information collected by the hy-
brid systems is gathered in these command centres and 
can be analysed and passed on.
Within the project iMUGS, Diehl Defence contributes 
significant capabilities to the autonomy kit of the un-
manned TheMIS demonstration vehicles. Together 
with Nexter and Safran and based on existing in-house 
capabilities, Diehl Defence has developed autonomy 
functions.
The focus for Diehl Defence here was on the “Convoy/

Follow Me Mode”, 
which is based on 
cameras and works 
without GPS, thus 
offering a high level 
of maturity. The ve-
hicles the company 
presented within 
the demonstration 
included four un-
manned soldier 
support platforms 
of the type “Mattro 
Ziesel”, which are 
equipped with the 
PLATON Autonomy 
Kit developed by 
Diehl Defence. 
The vehicles are 
equipped with the 

autonomy functions “follow me”, “patrolling”, as well as “way-
point navigation”. Besides the above-described capability to 
follow a person walking ahead, the vehicles can follow a 
“learned” route while considering obstacles (MULE/Patrol-
ling). Moreover, the vehicles can travel a given route with the 
help of waypoint navigation while simultaneously identify-
ing and avoiding obstacles. 
Diehl Defence also exhibited other digitised systems at the 
event. These were the ground-based air defence system IRIS-
T SLS, which was integrated into an EAGLE vehicle of GDELS 
(Mowag) in the showcased version (Mk. III). A model of the 
protection system HPEM SkyWolf from the Guardion C-UAS 
system, as well as the remotely controllable light weapon 
station R150 with a heavy machine gun (12,7mm) on a sam-
ple vehicle from ACS, completed Diehl Defence’s display. All 
shown systems were capable of networking in a protection 
network and are used to defend against threats from the air.

Diehl Defence contributes 

significant capabilities to the 

autonomy kit



Airbus has revealed that it is developing a hydrogen-

powered fuel cell engine for its ambitious zero-emission 

aircraft that is expected to enter service by 2035.

Hydrogen is a high-potential technology with a specific en-
ergy-per-unit mass that is three times higher than traditional 
jet fuel. If generated from renewable energy through elec-
trolysis, it emits no CO2 emissions, enabling renewable ener-
gy to potentially power large aircraft over long distances but 
without the undesirable by-product of CO2 emissions. 
Aircraft Modification

Airbus will start flight testing this fuel cell engine architecture 
onboard its ZEROe demonstrator aircraft towards the middle 
of the decade. The A380 MSN1 flight test aircraft for new hy-
drogen technologies is being modified to carry liquid hydro-
gen tanks and associated distribution systems. 
Glenn Llewellyn, VP Zero-Emission Aircraft, Airbus, ex-
plained: “Fuel cells are a potential solution to help achieve 

our zero-emission ambition and we are focused on testing 
this technology to understand if it is viable for a 2035 entry-
into-service of a zero-emission aircraft. At scale, and if the 
technology targets were achieved, fuel cell engines may be 
able to power a 100-passenger aircraft with a range of ap-
proximately 1,000 nautical miles.”
Two Ways

There are two ways hydrogen can be used as a power source 
for aircraft propulsion. First, via hydrogen combustion in a 
gas turbine. Second, by using fuel cells to convert hydrogen 
into electricity in order to power a propeller engine. A hydro-
gen gas turbine can be coupled with fuel cells instead of bat-
teries in a hybrid-electric architecture.
Fuel-cells — originally invented by Sir William Grove in 1838 
— generate electricity very efficiently through an electro-
chemical reaction, rather than via combustion. They also dif-
fer from batteries since they require a continuous source of 
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Airbus’ Zero-emission 

Engine Unveiled



fuel and oxygen (usually from air), whereas in a battery the 
chemical energy comes from substances which are already 
present inside the battery. Fuel cells can produce electricity 
continuously for as long as fuel and oxygen are supplied.
The most promising technology for mobile applications is 
called Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM). In this type of fuel-
cell, hydrogen is used as the “fuel” to directly generate elec-
tricity. With this type of fuel cell the only by-products are heat 
and water.
Having this technology on board an aircraft is particularly at-
tractive since it does not generate CO2, NOx, and potentially 
forms no contrails, or very limited ones. 
Stacking Fuel Cells

As one single fuel cell is only a few millimetres thick and 
roughly the size of a letter envelope, it does not release much 
energy. In order to realise sufficient power levels for use in an 
aircraft, hundreds of these fuel cells need to be electrically 
connected in series to form a “stack”. Several such stacks are 

combined into multiple fuel cell “channels”. With this modu-
lar approach, the megawatt levels of power — which are 
needed for an electric aircraft — are achievable. 
While fuel cells themselves are already used in some auto-
mobiles, they do not fulfil the stringent requirements neces-
sary for aeronautical use. Nevertheless, it made sense for Air-
bus to look towards the automotive industry for a prospec-
tive partner and provider, with whom to take fuels cells to the 
next level — to produce specially tailored fuel cell stacks and 
industrialise them for the aviation industry.
In October 2020, Airbus created Aerostack, a joint venture 
with ElringKlinger, a company with over 20 years of experi-
ence as both a fuel cell systems and component supplier. 
Aerostack has also joined forces with other stakeholders, and 
those who are working on fuel-stack development as part of 
a German government supported project called H2Sky. 
Two years after Aerostack was formed, the collaborative 
work is well underway. The first prototype fuel cell stacks are 
being evaluated by Airbus in Hamburg, where the teams are 
designing fuel cell systems, assembling and testing them.
“We are doing everything from scratch at quite an impressive 
speed,” says Hauke Peer Lüdders, Head of Fuel-Cell propul-
sion systems for ZEROe Aircraft at Airbus. “We need to under-
stand how fuel cell systems work and react. For that first step 
we are designing large ones to accommodate many sensors 
inside which allow us to analyse each equipment in the sys-
tem, with good accessibility in order to tailor, test and fully 
understand the system behaviour,” he explains.

Testing Process

Once the teams have tailored the entire 
fuel cell systems, it’s time to test them. First 
they need to make sure it is properly con-
nected to the auxiliary system, the test 
bed, comprising hydrogen, nitrogen (for 
the tests only), coolant and air supplies, as 
well as a drainage outlet (for the derived 
water by-product). After the doors of the 
test bench are closed, the power is 
switched on and the process gets under-
way. 
Subsequently the teams can monitor, via 
special screens, the ongoing reaction, the 
production of by-products and the electri-
cal power generated .
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Image of how the fuel cell demonstrator will look like

Zeroe fuel cell engine model

A single fuel cell is only a few 

millimetres thick
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Bell Valor 
Wins U.S. Army’s 
FLRAA Contract

The Army initiated the FLRAA programme in 2019 as part of 
its Future Vertical Lift initiative to replace a portion of its as-
sault and utility helicopter fleet. The FLRAA is intended to 
eventually replace the UH-60 Black Hawk helicopter, which 
has been in service for more than four decades.
With over twice the speed and range as current weapons sys-
tems, the Bell V-280 has been presented as a proven long-
range manoeuvre solution. 
Exceptional Range

The V-280’s exceptional range capability and strategic lift de-
ployment options increase operational flexibility in respond-

ing to military action or humanitarian assistance missions.
Combining the speed and range of the turboprop with ad-
vanced agility greater than a traditional helicopter, it offers 
better flight performance and lifecycle sustainability. 
Doug Bush, Assistant Secretary of the Army for Acquisition, 
Logistics, and Technology, explained: “The thoughtful and 
disciplined execution of the FLRAA programme strategy will 
deliver the transformational capabilities we need to support 
the Joint force, strengthen deterrence and win in multi-do-
main operations.”
“We are honoured that the U.S. Army has selected the Bell 

The U.S. Army has awarded the Future Long Range Assault Aircraft (FLRAA) contract to 

Bell Textron Incorporated, based on Bell’s V-280 Valor tiltrotor that was developed and 

tested as part of the Joint Multi-Role Technology Demonstrator (JMR TD) programme 

that began in 2013. 
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high-performance long-range assault weapon system in the 
world.”
Thorough Testing

This award builds on a decade of the V-280 Valor’s progress 
through design, manufacturing, and thorough testing to 
demonstrate that this aircraft will deliver on the FLRAA pro-
gramme requirements. Bell and its industry partners have 
methodically validated the V-280 aircraft and their modular 
open systems approach in collaboration with the Army.
“This down-select represents a strategic pivot for Army Avia-
tion to the transformational speed and range our Army needs 

V-280 Valor as its next-generation assault aircraft,” noted 
Scott C. Donnelly, Textron’s chairman and chief executive of-
ficer. “We intend to honour that trust by building a truly re-
markable and transformational weapon system to meet the 
Army’s mission requirements.”
Mitch Snyder, president and CEO of Bell, added: “This is an ex-
citing time for the U.S. Army, Bell, and Team Valor as we mod-
ernise the Army’s aviation capabilities for decades to come.  
Bell has a long history supporting Army Aviation and we are 
ready to equip Soldiers with the speed and range they need 
to compete and win using the most reliable and affordable 

The Army initiated FLRAA 

programme in 2019
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V-280 offers better lifecycle 

sustainability 

FLRAA will expand the depth of 

battlefield

to dominate future battlefields,” stated Maj. Gen. Walter Ru-
gen, director of the Future Vertical Lift Cross-Functional 
Team. “The prototyping and risk-reduction efforts allowed 
the Army to significantly reduce the time needed to get to 
the announcement.”
FLRAA will expand the depth of the battlefield by extend-
ing the reach of air assault missions and enabling ground 
forces to converge through decentralised operations at ex-
tended distances. FLRAA’s inherent reach and standoff ca-
pabilities will ensure mission success through tactical ma-
noeuvre at operational and strategic distances.
“I am proud of the entire team and our aviation enterprise 
partners,” stated Maj. Gen. Robert Barrie, Programme Exec-
utive Officer, Aviation. “They’ve worked diligently to ensure 
that the Army delivers a new, vertical lift capability that 
meets its modernisation objectives.”
Disciplined Process 

The Army followed a deliberate and disciplined process in 
evaluating proposals to ensure rigorous review and equita-
ble treatment of both competitors.
“For the past several years the Bell team demonstrated the 
exceptional operational capabilities, digital thread syner-
gies, and platform affordability enhancements the V-280 
provides,” pointed out Keith Flail, executive vice president, 
Advanced Vertical Lift Systems at Bell. 
Joseph Giunta Jr., senior contracting official for Army Con-
tracting Command-Redstone Arsenal, noted: “Our ability to 

support this critical Army aviation modernisation programme 
is a testament to the outstanding commitment and capabili-
ties of our contracting professionals across the acquisition 
workforce. The FLRAA award reinforces our ability to maximise 
the spectrum of authorities available in our contracting tool kit 
to meet high-priority Army needs.”
By implementing reform initiatives granted by Congress that 
were designed to streamline the acquisition process, this con-
tract will deliver virtual prototypes that can be updated quickly 
and affordably. These virtual prototypes will directly support 
design, integration, training and developmental test activities.
The initial contract refines the weapon system design, sustain-
ment, digital enterprise, manufacturing, systems integration, 
flight-testing, and airworthiness qualification .

Bell V280 with soldier in the foreground
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Japan to Acquire Two 

More Boeing KC-46A Tankers
Japan has placed orders with Boeing for two additional 

KC-46A Pegasus tankers for the Japan Air Self-Defence 

Force (JASDF), bringing the total on contract to six. 

Boeing had delivered the first KC-46A tanker to Japan in Oc-
tober 2021, and a second in February 2022.
Designed to refuel all allied and coalition military aircraft 
compatible with international aerial refuelling procedures, 
the Pegasus has flown more than 10,000 sorties and is deliv-
ering millions of pounds of fuel every month to allied forces 
around the globe. 
In addition to refuelling, the KC-46A delivers multi-mission 
capabilities necessary for the 21st century fleet, including 
data connectivity and personnel, cargo and aeromedical 
transportation.
The KC-46A is equipped with a refuelling boom driven by a 
fly-by-wire control system, and is capable of fuel offload rates 
required for large aircraft. Its hose and drogue system adds 
additional mission capability that is independently operable 
from the refuelling boom system.
Aeromedical Evacuation

The KC-46A can accommodate a mixed load of passengers, 
aeromedical evacuation and cargo capabilities. Two high-
bypass turbofans power the KC-46A to takeoff at gross 
weights up to 415,000 pounds. Depending on fuel storage 
configuration, the aircraft can carry a palletised load of up to 
65,000 pounds of cargo.
“The unmatched versatility and multi-mission capabilities of 
the KC-46A tanker further support 
JASDF’s air mobility mission,” 
said James Burgess, vice 
president and KC-46 pro-
gramme manager. “The 
growing global KC-46A 
fleet increases the interopera-

bility advantages for our customers, ensuring mission readi-
ness as well as value for their investment.”
Will Shaffer, president of Boeing Japan, noted: “This addition-
al KC-46A acquisition reinforces the U.S.-Japan security alli-
ance to support security and stability throughout the Pacific 
region.”
Mission Reliability

Boeing has delivered 67 KC-46A tankers, including 65 to the 
U.S. Air Force. Built on the proven 767 airframe that has more 
than 1,200 delivered and with more KC-46A aircraft opera-
tional globally than any tanker except the Boeing-built KC-
135,the Pegasus also provides crucial mission reliability.
The contract was awarded by the U.S. Air Force through the 
Foreign Military Sales process. Boeing builds KC-46A aircraft 
for the U.S. Air Force, the JASDF and other allied customers on 
its 767 production line in Everett, Washington. Boeing’s Japa-

nese partners produce 16 per cent of the KC-
46A airframe structure. The JASDF also 

operates four earlier generation 
Boeing-built KC-767 aircraft.
The KC-46A tanker is approved by 

the U.S. Air Force for global deploy-
ments, including combat operations .

Pegasus has flown over 10,000 

sorties

KC-46A delivers multi-mission 

capabilities
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Lockheed, Rafael
Set Sights on High-Energy Laser System

A new tie-up agreement between U.S.-based Lockheed 

Martin and Rafael Advanced Defense Systems of Israel 

will see the joint development, testing and manufactur-

ing of a high-energy laser weapon system (HELWS) in the 

U.S. and Israel.

The joint development will be based on the assets that have 
been developed independently by Rafael and the Ministry of 
Defence’s Directorate of Defence Research and Develop-
ment (DDR&D) within the framework of the Iron Beam proj-
ect. 
The collaboration will be geared towards developing a vari-
ant of the system for the American market as well as others. 
After years of joint development by the DDR&D and Rafael, 
the Iron Beam project was initiated by the former. 
Speed of Light 

Iron Beam is a 100kW-class HELWS, expected to be the first-
ever operational system for ground-based air defence 
against threats such as rockets, mortars and unmanned aeri-
al vehicles, from a distance of a few hundred metres to up to 
several kilometres delivering engagement at the speed of 
light.  

Any multilayer air defence array consists of a number of vari-
ous types of interceptors. HEL may serve as a complementa-
ry interceptor, having the advantages of engagement at very 
high speed, unlimited magazine, and negligible cost per in-
terception. 
Rafael is currently developing two HEL systems, Iron Beam 
and Lite Beam.
In the last year, a series of tests on Iron Beam system was car-
ried out that clearly proved its operational capability. 
Rafael CEO and President Maj. Gen. (Ret.) Yoav Har-Even, ex-

Iron Beam is a 100kW-class 

HELWS

Collaboration will develop a 

variant of the system
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plained: “This strategic teaming agreement serves as a force 
multiplier for Rafael and the Israeli market. We are working to 
ensure our customers receive the most advanced, effective, 
and best in class systems. This agreement will expand and di-
versify the capabilities we can offer to a variety of customers.”
He added: “Over the last three decades, alongside the 
DDR&D and the Israeli Ministry of Defense, Rafael has invest-
ed in laser research and development, resulting in Iron Beam 
and we expect to become the first operational laser defence 
system of its kind. This serves as a clear example of Israeli-
made capabilities leading to strategic cooperation which will 
greatly benefit both sides.”
Countering Threats

Iron Beam is set to be integrated into Israel’s multi-layered air 
defence array. The cost-effective and operationally efficient 
solution will be able to counter emerging threats, while also 
defending critical infrastructure, strategic sites, manoeu-
vring forces, and population centres.
“Lockheed Martin’s mission is to deliver the best security so-
lutions that help our customers stay ahead of their adversar-
ies. Working with Rafael, our joint team will help bring this 
new, life-saving capability to our customers,” noted Lock-
heed Martin Chief Operating Officer, Frank St. John. “This 
unique capability will enhance Israel’s vital air and missile de-
fence system with state-of-the-art laser technology, and we 

are honoured by the opportunity to expand Lockheed Mar-
tin’s role as a security teammate for the State of Israel.”
Executive Vice President Dr. Ran Gozali, Head of the Land and 
Naval Systems Directorate at Rafael, stated: “We see the capa-
bility of Iron Beam which was developed alongside the 
DDR&D as a technological breakthrough, with its proven ef-
fectiveness against some of the most sophisticated 
threats  including rockets, mortars, drones and unmanned 
aerial vehicles (UAVs), including in swarms. The system is de-
signed to provide defence against emerging threats in to-
day’s complex battlefield, bolstering the strength of the Is-
raeli Homefront, and is a catalyst for forging bilateral collabo-
rations.” 
According to Joshua (Shiki) Shani, Chief Executive, Lockheed 
Martin Israel, the company is entering a new area of opera-
tions in Israel. “Our aerial platforms, such as F-35, F-16, C-130 
and more, have been operational in Israel for many years and 
including CH-53K, these will continue to be into the future. 
Now, we step into the high-energy laser era and look forward 
to fielding operational, reliable, and highly-effective systems 
with teammates such as Rafael,” he pointed out.
Lockheed Martin has decades of experience designing, de-
veloping, and testing systems and critical subsystems that 
have executed the entire threat engagement from detection 
to defeat. The company’s expertise is the product of decades 
of investment in prototype systems that have demonstrated 
effectiveness against a variety of targets. 
Rafael designs, develops, manufactures and sustains a wide 
range of defence systems for air, land, sea, cyber and space 
applications .

Iron Beam is set to be integrated into Israel’s 

multi-layered air defence array
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L3Harris Expands
F-16 Firepower in Three 
MENA Countries
Global aerospace and defence technology innovator 

L3Harris Technologies has announced a contract to pro-

vide smart weapon release systems to three allied mili-

tary forces in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) 

regions, doubling the number of smart weapons an F-16 

can carry for each mission.

The Bomb Release Unit (BRU)-57/A allows F-16s in the air de-
fence forces of Bahrain, Jordan and Morocco to carry two 
smart weapons on each system instead of one, doubling 
munitions capacity. 

Crew Safety

The L3Harris BRU-57/A smart multiple carriage rack increas-
es the stores carriage capacity of the aircraft while improv-
ing pilot and ground crew safety and efficiency.
BRU-57/A is a combat-proven system used extensively by a 
growing number of air forces worldwide. The system incor-
porates two BRU-46 pyrotechnic racks. It is fielded on the 
F-16 and will be in use on the Korean KF-X platform.
Compatible with 500-pound and 1000-pound joint direct 
attack munitions (JDAM), BRU-57/A also supports joint 
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standoff weapons (JSOW). UAI Type I weapons 
will be included as they become available. 
BRU-57/A supports various weapons on a sin-
gle unit and asymmetric loading on the air-
craft.
The rack is compatible with the F-16 Block 40 
and above. BRU-57/A’s patented bus buffer 
system informs the operational flight pro-
gramme, weapon stores manager and pilot of 
the loaded weapons’ status.
Flexibility Factor

Tailorable to mission requirements, the re-
lease systems provide ground crews the flexi-
bility to add or remove smart weapons capa-
bilities on F-16s. 
Adding two additional smart munitions on each F-16 
mean commanders can reduce the number of aircraft on 
a strike mission and provide more time on station with 
fewer returns to base for rearming. 
The indefinite-delivery, indefinite-quantity contract in-
cludes an initial lot of 105 release systems. The systems 
started service for U.S., allied and partner air forces in 
1999, with more than 1,100 ordered to date.
Ed Zoiss, President, Space and Airborne Systems, L3Har-
ris, explained: “Our release systems provide extra offen-
sive capabilities while giving commanders the versatility 
to deploy the right firepower for every mission. These sys-
tems provide munitions overmatch and allow mission 
commanders to send the right weapon at the right time 
to the right target.”
L3Harris develops pyrotechnic multiple carriage systems 
that offer a miniature munition store interface (MMSI) 
and are also Universal Armament Interface (UAI) Type I 
and UAI Type II compliant for tactical strike aircraft such as 
the F/A-18 Super Hornet and the F-16 Fighting Falcon.
The BRU-55/A smart rack doubles the number of MIL-
STD-1760 smart weapons that can be carried on tactical 
strike aircraft such as the F/A-18 C-F. The electronic con-
trol assembly installed within the nose and tail fairings of 
the F/A-18’s canted vertical ejector rack (CVER) provides a 
class II 1760 interface to the aircraft and one 1760 class II 
interface to each of the two weapons carried on the CVER.
Digital communications to the weapons on the BRU-55/A 
are passively coupled to the aircraft MIL-STD-1553 data 
bus thereby minimising updates to the aircraft operation-
al flight programme (OFP).
Minimal Impact

The L3Harris BRU-78 expands the number of stores car-

ried with minimal impact to the aircraft operational flight 
programme and no changes to the aircraft hardware or 
structure.
The newest generation of smart, multiple weapon carriage 
systems is designed for use on large unmanned aerial vehi-
cles (UAVs) and light attack armed reconnaissance/counter-
insurgency (LAAR/COIN) platforms. 
BRU-78 is designed for weapons that are 500 pounds and 
smaller using conventional MIL-STD-1760 and UAI commu-
nications.
L3Harris-patented electronics are installed in the fairing of 
the BRU-78 and allow for carriage of a wide array of precision-
guided munitions, including the GBU-12/49/59 laser-guided 
bombs, GBU-38/52/54 joint direct attack munitions (JDAMs) 
and GBU-39/53 small diameter bombs.
The patented bus buffer system permits the aircraft to com-
municate with the carried weapons like they are electrically 
connected directly to the aircraft main bus. The system uses 
two L3Harris-designed BRU-71 ejector units as the mechani-
cal interface to the weapons and includes both the MIL-
STD-1760 and MMSI umbilicals.
The BRU-78 is currently being qualified for flight on the MQ-9 
Reaper. It is qualified to MIL-STD-7743, MIL-STD-810 and MIL-
STD-461/462  .

Number of smart weapons on 

F-16s doubled

Compatible with 500 and 

1,000-pound weapons

L3Harris BRU-57/A smart multiple carriage rack increases 

the stores carriage capacity of the aircraft
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Navantia Delivers 
Third Corvette to Royal 

Saudi Naval Force
Last month, Navantia delivered the third of five cor-

vettes to the Royal Saudi Naval Force (RSNF). The cor-

vette, titled HMS HAIL, was built in Navantia’s shipyards 

in the Bay of Cadiz and the handover took place at the 

San Fernando facilities. The commissioning of the fol-

lowing two corvettes will take place in Saudi Arabia.

The delivery ceremony was attended by the commander of 
the Royal Saudi Naval Force, Vice Admiral Fahad Bin Abdul-
lah Al-Ghofaily; the Spanish Minister of Industry, Com-
merce and Tourism of Spain, Reyes Maroto; the president of 

Navantia, Ricardo Domínguez and SAMI (Saudi Arabian Mili-
tary Industries) Chief Technology Officer (CTO) Mohammad 
Alkahtani, among others.
Navantia delivered HMS HAIL to the Royal Saudi Navy three 
years after cutting its first steel (September 2019), thus meet-
ing the demanding quality requirements and deadlines. 
HAIL is one of the most competitive and capable vessels in its 
segment, as proved in the sea trials carried out in the waters 
of the Bay of Cádiz.
During the event, carried out according to military protocol, 
a Joint Inspection Commission (RSNF and Navantia) boarded 
the corvette to carry out the mandatory inspection. Upon 
completion, the ship’s flag was raised, after which RSNF 
transferred command of the corvette to the Commanding 
Officer for HMS HAIL. The president of Navantia presented 
Vice Admiral Al-Ghofaily with the ship’s bell as an institution-
al gift.
Vice Admiral Al-Ghofaily highlighted: “This is one of the most 
glorious and historic moments for the Royal Saudi Naval 
Forces. HMAS HAIL, like the rest of her class, was designed 
and built to be one of the most technologically advanced 
and powerful corvettes to meet national mandates in the re-
alisation of Saudi Vision 2030.
“The project has emerged as the largest corporation in the 
defence industry between the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and 
the Kingdom of Spain, contributing to the expansion of the 
strategic relationship between both countries.” 
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allows Navantia to position its integrated systems and tech-
nologically advanced solutions in the Middle East. 
The contract assumes a global workload of around seven mil-
lion hours and 6,000 jobs over five years. Of these, more than 
1,100 are direct employees, more than 1,800 collaborating 
industry employees (more than a hundred companies partici-
pate in the programme), and more than 3,000 indirect em-
ployees are generated by other suppliers.
 The programme includes, in addition to construction, the Life 
Cycle Support for five years from the delivery of the first ship, 
with an option for another five additional years, the last ship 
of which must be delivered in 2024. It also includes providing 
various services, such as integrated logistics support, opera-
tional and maintenance training, provision of Education and 
Training Centres for the Combat System and Platform Control 
System of ships, Life Cycle Support, and ship maintenance 
systems at the Jeddah Naval Base .

While Maroto pointed out: “The commissioning of this corvette 
marks a new milestone in the relationship between our two 
countries, which has been reinforced in recent years thanks to 
the trust that the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has placed in state-
owned company Navantia.” 
Setting a Benchmark

The corvette HAIL has a length of 104 metres, a beam of 14 and 
seating for a total of 102 people between crew and passengers. 
The contract for the construction of five corvettes entered into 
force in November 2018. Since the launch of the first unit in July 
2020, Navantia has already launched the five units with a peri-
od of four months between each one of them, which means 
achieving this milestone in a record time of three years. 
The corvettes are based on the AVANTE 2200 design, adapted 
to the requirements of the RSNF, offering advanced perfor-
mance, excellent work at sea, high survivability, and the ability 
to operate in extreme temperatures.
Concurrently, around 500 crew members of these corvettes are 
completing the education and training process at the Navantia 
Training Center (NTC) in San Fernando.
Dominguez said: “With the Avante 2200 programme, Navantia 
is proving that it can “deliver state-of-the-art complex ships 
within strict deadlines and with the highest standards of quali-
ty while transferring technology and providing advanced ser-
vices. Fulfilling this highly technological programme has un-
doubtedly been a determining factor in renewing the client’s 
confidence.”
Close Collaboration

In addition to the corvette contract, Navantia agreed with 
SAMI to create a joint venture in Saudi Arabia, an alliance that 

HAIL is one of the most 

competitive and capable 

vessels in its segment

The commissioning of the 

following two corvettes will 

take place in Saudi Arabia
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Rheinmetall Secures 
Skynex Air Defence 

System Contract
German company Rheinmetall has agreed to provide an 

undisclosed international customer with two Skynex air 

defence systems, which will enhance the latter’s ability to 

defend against aerial threats.

The system, worth around €182 million, will be delivered in 
the beginning of 2024. 
A memorandum of understanding was also signed for the 
procurement of HX trucks worth approximately €12 million 
and these vehicles will be delivered with the Skynex systems. 
Banking on automatic cannon-based air defence, Skynex 
lends itself especially well to very short-range contexts 

where guided missiles are ineffective. The use of program-
mable 35mm Ahead ammunition, as developed by Rhein-
metall for this purpose, is less expensive than comparable 
guided missile-based systems. Importantly, 35mm ammuni-
tion cannot be influenced much less jammed by electronic 
countermeasures when fired. 
Flexibility Factor

Oerlikon Skynex Air Defence System sets new standards in 
terms of flexibility and expandability. The Oerlikon Skymas-
ter Battle Management System is the control node and cen-
trepiece of the system. Various sensors and effectors can be 
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System to be delivered 

early 2024

Skynex boasts modular 

system architecture

linked in a modular way to fit mission requirements. 
One or several medium range radars, such as the Oerlikon X-
TAR3D Tactical Acquisition Radar, provide the air picture, 
which is consolidated in the control node. Air targets are as-
signed to autonomous effectors via the Skymaster network. 
Besides the high performance Oerlikon Revolver Gun Mk3, 
the Oerlikon Twin Gun GDF009 TREO, surface-to-air missiles, 
means active and passive electronic warfare and future high-
energy lasers can be integrated. 
Main Characteristics

The Oerlikon Skynex’s main characteristics includes:  Open 
and modular system architecture; increased saturation resis-
tance; functional composition of single effectors and sensors 
according to the mission requirements; flexible command 
and control system; capability to integrate existing Oerlikon 
Skyguard and Oerlikon Skyshield fire units and most other 
legacy systems. 
Persisting Threats

For more than a century, air attacks have posed a major 
threat to ground forces and population centres as well as to 
vital military and civilian infrastructure. Today’s air threat 
ranges from fixed-wing combat aircraft and attack helicop-
ters to cruise missiles, unmanned aerial systems (UAS), preci-
sion-guided munitions and even ground fired rockets, artil-
lery and mortars (RAM). 
These threats may persist by day and by night, irrespective of 
bad weather, terrain and poor visibility and under severe 
electronic countermeasure (ECM) conditions.
The trends to be expected in the near future are: an increas-
ing use of UAS with high precision and density, coordinated 
attacks, extensive use of electronic warfare techniques, ex-
ploitation of terrain masking opportunities and all-weather 
operations, all resulting in reduced target visibility and oper-
ated in a fully networked environment.
Only reliable high performance air defence systems with ad-
vanced, automated command and control systems provide 

the affordable means to defeat today’s threats in land and 
maritime or even hybrid conflict scenarios. 
Basic Configuration

The Oerlikon Skynex Air Defence System is designed for sym-
metric as well as asymmetric missions. Its open architecture 
allows a flexible adaption of the integrated sensors and ef-
fectors.
The qualified basic configuration of the Skynex System con-
sists of a control node with the Oerlikon Skymaster Battle 
Management System, the medium range Oerlikon X-TAR3D 
Search Radar and up to four remote controlled Oerlikon Re-
volver Guns Mk3. The basic Skynex System can easily be ex-
panded with additional sensors and effectors.
The X-TAR3D is a three-dimensional tactical acquisition radar 
and provides the local air picture up to an instrumented 
range of 50km. 
Up to four Revolver Guns Mk3 form the basic effector layer. 
The unmanned Revolver Gun Mk3 combines exceptional 
precision with firepower, firing up to 1000 rounds per min-
ute. With its own sensor unit, consisting of a tracking radar, a 
TV and an IR camera as well as laser range finders, the gun 
can take over any in range air targets assigned by Skymaster 
and autonomously track and engage such targets. The gun 
can hit even the smallest targets.
The basic version of Skynex is capable of engaging aircraft, 
cruise missiles, small to large tactical drones, air-to-ground-
missiles as well as mortars and artillery rockets up to distanc-
es of 4km. This makes Skynex the ideal solution to protect 
high value stationary assets such as vital military and civil in-
frastructure like airfields, military bases, harbours, bridges or 
nuclear power plants against air strikes in all-weather condi-
tions, at day and night .

Oerlikon High Energy Laser
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RAFAEL Advanced Defense Systems Ltd. recently an-

nounced that the Philippine Navy has commissioned two 

FAIC-M/SHALDAG MK5 vessels with a fully integrated 

RAFAEL naval combat suite. 

The two vessels manufactured by Israel Shipyards Ltd., pro-
vided to the Philippine Navy, serve as the first fully integrated 
vessels with the naval combat suite out of a total of nine 
which the Philippine Navy will receive.
RAFAEL’s naval combat suite includes a Combat Manage-
ment System (CMS), Typhoon and Mini-Typhoon Remote 
Operating Weapon Systems, Naval Spike Missiles, SeaCom 
Internal and external Communication System and BNET Tac-
tical Data Link, as well as training, support and maintenance 
services. The contract is reportedly valued at hundreds of 
millions of dollars.
The Combat Suite is based on combat-proven technology 
and systems, relying on years of experience and deep opera-
tional know-how in various naval arenas and scenarios and 
integrating combat-proven technologies in all domains. RA-
FAEL’s off-the-shelf, leading technologies and solutions pro-

Commissions Ships with RAFAEL’s 

Integrated Naval Combat Suite

Philippine Navy 
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ple small and fast manoeuvring targets such as in swarm at-
tack scenarios, as well as air targets such as UAVs and drones.
The TYPHOON Family is in operational use in 16 international 
navies that have successfully integrated the systems on board 
an array of naval vessels, from patrol boats and offshore patrol 
vessels (OPV) to aircraft carriers. Its worldwide install base in-
cludes the surface fleet of the U.S. Navy and the Royal Austra-
lian Navy.
The RCWS also comes in a MINI-TYPHOON variant, which is 
lightweight and provides crew-safe operation by enabling 
force protection and precision engagement. It is an optimal 
solution for small, fast patrol boats, significantly enhancing 
hit probability under adverse conditions.
SPIKE Family

RAFAEL Advanced Defense Systems’ SPIKE Family advanced 
missile system utilises dual EO sensor, CCD/IIR, and an auto-
matic tracker for day and night applications. It is capable of 
pinpoint accuracy for surface-to-surface and surface-to-
shore target engagement.
The NAVAL SPIKE NLOS, a maritime version of renowned 
SPIKE missile, has ranges up to 32 km and offers the unique 
advantage of hitting Non-Line-of-Sight (NLOS) targets with 
pinpoint accuracy. The missile enables real-time tactical intel-
ligence gathering and the ability to switch between targets 
during missile flight, as well as control of aborting a mission, if 
necessary.
Another naval variant SPIKE ER comprises of a lightweight, 
compact, and stabilised turret with four missiles on the 
mount - together with a fire control system for ranges up to 
10 km with either Penetration-Blast-Fragmentation (PBF) or 
fragmentation warheads that can be operated in a “Fire & For-
get” or “Fire & Update” mode with pinpoint kill accuracy. The 
SPIKE ER is installed on a mount compatible with a variety of 
platforms, ranging from Rigid Hull Inflated Boats (RHIBs) to 
larger boats and ships .

vide naval forces with defence superiority in littoral and blue 
water against all modern naval threats.
 Ran Tavor, Vice President and head of RAFAEL’s Naval War-
fare systems Directorate, said: “We congratulate the Philip-
pine Navy for commissioning its first two FAIC-M/SHALDAG 
MK5 vessels. This contract is another example of RAFAEL’s 
ability to integrate the most advanced defence solutions on 
various platforms. We are proud of what this achievement 
means not only for RAFAEL but for the Philippine Navy and 
their enhanced naval superiority capabilities. These new na-
val assets will provide our Philippine partners with the capa-
bilities to deal with a variety of threats and establish a forti-
fied defence in the naval arena.”
Advanced Naval Defence Systems

Based on more than 70 years of experience and know-how, 
RAFAEL has developed and delivered some of the world’s 
most advanced solutions, ensuring battlespace superiority 
for naval forces against all modern and future threats. 
The company offers various advanced systems across multi-
ple domains – including onboard and offboard EW, Remote-
ly-Controlled Weapon Systems, missile systems, underwater 
defence systems, communications, surveillance, integrated 
combat suites, and naval air defence systems.
TYPHOON RCWS

For instance, the TYPHOON Stabilised Naval Remotely Con-
trolled Weapon Station (RCWS) Family accommodates 
small- to medium-calibre guns, enabling superior ship pe-
rimeter protection. It offers a high level of stabilisation and 
accurate results in a high hit probability, even against multi-

The Combat Suite is based on 

combat-proven technology 

and systems

MINI-TYPHOON lightweight stabilised naval 
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missile
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Russian Sniper Rifles 
See Action in Combat
By: Dr. Nikolai

According to the specialist, the rifle has very high accuracy. 
“The rifle has turned out to be very accurate. Now every shot 
is documented so that it is counted. So far, NATO calibre rifles 
are being used at the front,” he said.
At the same time, another representative of Lobaev Arms 
specified that new batches of weapons that are being creat-
ed for the Russian army are made in 12.7 x 108 mm calibre for 
a domestic cartridge.
The effective range of the DXL-5 is 3,000 metres. It can be 
fired with a maximum target removal of 6,000 metres. It 
would seem that these are incredible characteristics of the 
rifle. However, for modern models of small arms, the indica-
tors are quite capable. Arms companies in pursuit of success 
are trying to outdo each other in terms of long-range rifles 
produced.
Since the Havoc is made in two calibres, chambered for 

12.7x99 mm and 12.7x108 mm, such a multi-calibre system 
allows the shooter to use domestic and foreign (for exam-
ple, captured) cartridges. Based on the possibility of using 
cartridges of various calibres, the rifle has a modular layout. 
The issue with using this or that ammunition is solved by 
changing the barrel.
The rifle has a mass of 13 kg and is equipped with a damper, 
which significantly reduces the recoil that inevitably occurs 
when using high-power cartridges. Technical accuracy is 
less than one MOA (minute of arc), magazine capacity is five 
rounds, rifle length is 1555 mm and barrel length is 820 mm.
The rifle has a solid duralumin foregrip and two Picatinny 
rails. The bottom Picatinny rail is designed to mount bipods.
Showcasing Firepower

The Rosoboronexport company (part of the Rostec state 
corporation), recently at the Interpolitech-2022 exhibition, 

In recent combat, the Russian 

Special Forces (SSO) have used 

DXL-5 Havoc sniper rifles with a 

NATO calibre of 12.7 x 99 milli-

metres. A representative of the 

arms manufacturing company, 

Lobaev Arms, announced this 

development.

All the parts of DXL-5 Havoc sniper rifles, folding mechanism included, are 

interchangeable for left and right sides
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presented for the first time the ORSIS 12.7 high-precision rifle 
with an effective firing range of up to 2,000 m.
“The samples of small Russian arms presented by Rosobo-
ronexport are very popular with the law enforcement agen-
cies of our partners in the Middle East, Africa, the Asia-Pacific 
region and Latin America. They have proven themselves in 
the professional environment - among special units, anti-ter-
ror groups and the police,” said Alexander Mikheev, CEO of 
Rosoboronexport. “In addition, we showcased a wide range 
of security equipment, civilian weapons, police and security 
ammunition and exhibited several new products, including 
the new ORSIS 12.7 mm sniper rifle,” he added.
According to Rosoboronexport, ORSIS 12.7 can solve coun-
ter-sniper tasks and hit lightly armoured vehicles. The latest 
long-range ORSIS rifle chambered for 12.7x99 NATO stan-

dard, which allows hitting targets at a distance of more than 
2 km and equipped with a sight with a built-in ballistic sys-
tem, has been tested and is ready for serial production. This 
weapon was also created in the 12.7x108 calibre version, 
Promtekhnologiya company (a manufacturer of rifles under 
the ORSIS brand) reported.
According to the developers, the weight of the rifle is 13 kg. 
The weapon demonstrates a stable accuracy of fire less than 
0.5 MOA. The effective firing range is 2,000 m, and the maga-
zine capacity is five rounds.
The manufacturer also said that a new intelligent sight from 
the Dedal-NV company is being considered as a rifle sight, 
which has a built-in ballistic complex, an information pro-
cessing system and a display with a customisable interface 
located in the shooter’s field of view .

The effective range of the 

DXL-5 is 3,000 metres

ORSIS 12.7 is capable of 

solving counter-sniper tasks 

and hitting lightly armoured 

vehicles DXL-5 Havoc model’s modularity provides versatility of use, 

increasing number of options for user

The T-5000 is a repeating rifle with manual 

reloading, bolt action and two lugs
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Romania 
Awards UAS
Contract to Elbit Systems
Elbit Systems Ltd. recently announced that it was award-

ed a framework contract with a maximum value of 

around US$410 million to supply up to seven Watch-

keeper X (WK–X ) tactical unmanned aircraft systems 

(UAS) to the Romanian Ministry of National Defence. It 

has a validity of five years, and no specific purchase order 

under the contract has been awarded yet.

The Watchkeeper X UAS is the UK export variant of the British 
army made by UAV Tactical Systems Limited (U-TacS), Elbit 
Systems’ UK subsidiary. It is a derivative of the Hermes UAS 
family. Watchkeeper X’s compatibility with NATO standards 
enables interoperability with NATO and other allied forces.
Bezalel (Butzi) Machlis, President and CEO of Elbit Systems, 
said: “This contract demonstrates the sustained demand for 
Elbit Systems’ UAS. We look forward to further strengthening 
Elbit Systems’ relationship with the Romanian Government. 
As part of the contract execution, Elbit Systems plans to es-
tablish infrastructure and industrial cooperation with U-TacS, 
Aerostar and Elbit Systems’ subsidiaries in Romania to pro-
duce the UAS in Romania. We also appreciate the continued 
support and collaboration with the Israeli and UK govern-
ments and our business partners on the Watchkeeper pro-
gramme.”
Military ISTAR, counter-terrorism and border surveillance in 
an increasingly uncertain world mean that an asset capable 

of fusing together world-class sensor and communication 
intelligence data is essential.
The UAS offers wide area coverage, rapid deployment, all-
weather, fully automated take-off and landing with dual re-
dundancy on critical systems, a fundamental capability. 
Moreover, it has tested in nearly 100,000 operational flying 
hours with the British Army.
Combined with its tactical strike capability, this dimension of 
WK-X will provide an accurate, proportional response to 
many of today’s operational military challenges.
WK–X integrates EO/IR & SAR/GMTI sensors and COMINT, al-
lowing the data to be analysed and exploited from a mobile 
Ground Control Station and other Remote Viewing Terminals 
as required. It operates equally well in Land, Maritime and 
Littoral Environments, day and night certified at NATO stan-
dards and also to fly over civilian populated areas .

Watchkeeper X UAS is a 

derivative of the Hermes 

UAS family
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Leonardo recently completed the first phase of flight 

testing for its Falco Xplorer drone. The system is now 

ready for the second phase of the campaign, which will 

reportedly lead to the certification of the company’s 

largest uncrewed aircraft ever built.

The Falco Xplorer is the first MALE (Medium Altitude Long 
Endurance)-class uncrewed system to use European tech-
nology. It is designed to deliver persistent surveillance over 
wide areas of interest and can carry multiple sensors weigh-
ing up to 350kg. 
The recent flight testing and certification activities of the 
Falco Xplorer took place at the Trapani Birgi military airport 
in Sicily with the support of the Italian Air Force’s 37°Stormo 
wing. During the flight tests, 37°Stormo provided all essen-
tial airport services, including air traffic assistance, fire pre-
vention and flight safety. This ensured that the flight cam-
paign was conducted safely and in accordance with sector 
regulations. The Falco Xplorer performed all planned flights 
on schedule and completed various complex functional 
tests, confirming the platform’s maturity. The behaviour of 
the aircraft in a number of phases of the flight envelope was 
also validated.
Leonardo will now move forward with a second test cam-
paign which will take place under the supervision of the Di-
rectorate for Aeronautical Armaments and Airworthiness 
(DAAA). This will certify the Falco Xplorer’s ‘fitness to fly’ ac-
cording to NATO standard STANAG 4671 and involve a series 
of increasingly complex flights. Some of the system’s most 

advanced capabilities will be validated, together with the 
military authority, including automatic take-off and landing 
and satellite communications for beyond-line-of-sight op-
erations. 
The Xplorer’s sensor suite will also be assessed, which in-
cludes the LEOSS electro-optical turret, Gabbiano TS-80 UL 
multimode radar, an Automatic Identification System for the 
monitoring of maritime traffic and the SAGE electronic intel-
ligence system. 
Certification will enable the Falco Xplorer to fly over popu-
lated areas, expanding its scope and allowing it to operate 
in support of public safety and civil protection missions.
The Falco Xplorer is readily exportable. It is not subject to 
the restrictions of the International Traffic in Arms Regula-
tions (ITAR) and meets the criteria for Missile Technology 
Control Regime (MTCR) class II. The drone has been de-
signed to deliver strategic surveillance capabilities for mili-
tary and civilian customers. It can be provided either as an 
integrated system or as a service, managed and operated 
by Leonardo.

Falco Xplorer 
Flies High

Falco Xplorer completed a 

range of complex functional 

tests
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Dario Marfè,  Leonardo director for Aircraft Commercial & 
Customer Service, said: “We are proud to celebrate this im-
portant milestone, achieved by M-346 aircraft in-service with 
the Air Forces of  It- aly,  Israel,  Singapore,  Po-
land,  Qatar and the Italy-based Interna-
tional Flight Train- ing School, a joint 
initiative between the  Italian Air 
Force  and  Leon- ardo in collabora-
tion with  CAE. At the forefront of 

The M-346 — a twin-engine, tandem-seat aircraft with fully 
digital flight controls and avionics — is equipped with a fly-
by-wire flight control system with quadruple redundancy, a 
modern human-machine interface with Head-Up Displays 
(HUD) and Multi-Function Displays (MFD), Hands On Throttle 
And Stick (HOTAS) controls and in-flight safety features such 
as the Pilot Activated Attitude Recovery System (PARS). 
The M-346 can operate in complete autonomy with the aid 
of its Auxiliary Power Unit.
Game Changer

In February 2014, the Polish Air Force chose the M-346 as the 
successor to the legendary TS-11 Iskra 
training aircraft. In November 2018, 
in a ceremony at the Polish Air 
Force’s 4th Air Training Wing in 
Dęblin, the M–346 received the 
official name “Bielik” in Polish 
service.
Since its introduction into the Pol-
ish Air Force fleet, the M-346 has 
been assigned to the  41st Training Air 
Base in Dęblin. During its time in service, the aircraft has 
proven to be a game changer for Polish combat aircraft pi-
lots. 
Poland’s M-346 “Bielik” system has also been certified by the 
U.S. Air Force for the training of fourth and fifth generation 
fighter pilots, a key milestone that has enabled Poland to 
train many of its students at home rather than abroad.

Leonardo Hands 
Over Final Batch of 
M-346 Jets to Poland

Leonardo has delivered a third batch of four M-346 advanced jet trainers to the Polish Air Force on schedule, 

bringing the size of Poland’s fleet to 16. With 16 M-346, the Polish Air Force operates the second largest fleet of 

Leonardo’s advanced jet trainers in Europe. Having logged over 100,000 flight hours, the M-346 has demonstrat-

ed excellent performance in terms of fleet availability and reliability.
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jet training technology, the M-346 will continue to represent 
the best way to develop a fighter pilot’s skills for decades to 
come.”
Training System

The training system features integrated on-board technolo-
gy to simulate tactical training – the Embedded Tactical 

Training System (ETTS) – allowing the aircraft to emulate sen-
sors, weapons and Computer Generated Forces (CGF). It also 
enables pilots to interact in real-time, through Live, Virtual 
and Constructive (LVC) training that features aircraft in flight 
(Live), simulators (Virtual) and computer-generated force/
threat generated environments (Constructive).
The system is completed by the Ground Based Training Sys-
tem (GBTS), which consists of various flight and mission sim-
ulation systems, multi-media and classroom courses, mission 
planning and training management systems, and an inte-
grated logistic support (ILS) service that optimises fleet and 
simulator management for maximum operational use. 
‘Carefree’ Manoeuvrability

The wide flight envelope, high thrust-to-weight ratio and 
‘carefree’ manoeuvrability at high angles of attack make the 
M-346’s handling similar to that of next-generation combat 
aircraft, like the Eurofighter Typhoon or the F-35. This maxi-
mises training effectiveness and reduces flight hours on front 
line aircraft.
“Hundreds of pilots have earned their wings on the M-346, 
equipping them with an outstanding level of knowledge, 
skills and experience and readying them to fly the most ad-
vanced frontline fighters,” said Emanuele Merlo, Leonardo di-
rector for Aircraft Trainers line of business. “This achievement 
has been possible thanks to great teamwork between opera-
tors, Leonardo and our suppliers.”
The jet has drawn praise from several operators.
Italian Air Force’s Commander of the 61st Wing, Colonel Vito 
Conserva, for example, noted: “100,000 flight hours repre-
sents an extraordinary achievement for an equally extraordi-
nary aircraft. The T-346A offers performance and technologi-
cal characteristics that, together with its simulation systems, 
have allowed us, from 2015 to the present day, to achieve a 
significant increase in the quality of training for fighter pilots. 
This platform, together with the commitment displayed dai-
ly by the men and women of the flight school, has consoli-
dated the 61st Wing as a centre of excellence in the training 
sector worldwide.”
He added: “It has given us the opportunity to provide a 
unique offer globally, so much so that, in full synergy with na-
tional industry, we have succeeded in creating the founda-
tions and shaping the International Flight Training School, a 
cutting-edge entity of which we are proud to be a part”.

M-346 can operate in 

complete autonomy

Jet has logged over 100,000 

flight hours

Polish chose M-346 as 

successor to TS-11 Iskra
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The Israeli Navy, the Directorate of Defense Re-

search and Development (DDR&D) of the Israel 

Ministry of Defense and the Israel Aerospace 

Industries (IAI) recently completed an intercep-

tion test of a long-range BARAK interceptor, 

which is part of the defensive layer of the Israeli 

Navy’s Sa’ar 6-class corvette. This is a signifi-

cant milestone in the development process of 

the BARAK LRAD interceptor, which is part of 

the BARAK Air and Missile Defense System. 

The system is an integral part of the primary de-
fence systems on board the four Sa’ar 6-class cor-
vettes of the Israeli Navy, which play a crucial role 
in protecting strategic assets in Israel’s exclusive 
economic zone.
During the test, the first to be conducted at sea, 
the BARAK system successfully completed detec-
tion and interception processes in a challenging 
scenario against a target that simulated an ad-
vanced cruise missile.
Layered Defence Approach

The BARAK system includes an advanced radar to 
detect threats, a weapon system and an IAI long-
range BARAK interceptor. BARAK LRAD is an inter-
ceptor with built-in capabilities to deal with a wide 
range of aerial threats, including fighters, UAVs, 
cruise missiles, surface-to-surface threats, anti-

Israeli Navy 
Completes First Test 

of BARAK Long Range 

Interceptor
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ship missiles and more. The BARAK system is another layer of 
defence in Israel’s multi-tiered missile and air defence array, 
which will reinforce the air defence capabilities of the Israeli 
Navy’s Sa’ar 6-class corvettes.
The system is a significant part of the Israeli Navy’s defence 
capabilities, both in its ability to achieve naval superiority 
and its involvement in the IDF’s (Israel Defense Forces) deci-
sion-making in the face of a variety of threats and scenarios 
from the sea and the coast. In addition, the system will 
strengthen the close cooperation between the Israeli Navy 
and the Israeli Air Force by bringing forth new capabilities 
and supporting the common language and integration be-
tween the two branches.
Boaz Levy, President and CEO of IAI, said: “The BARAK MX air 
defence system, which has once again proven its effective-
ness against threats at all levels of defence, provides a solu-
tion to the challenges of both the current and future battle-
fields. The successful series of tests carried out with the 
BARAK system aboard an INS Magen marks the end of the 
development process and the adaptation of the BARAK MX 
naval system. The advanced capabilities that were incorpo-
rated in this series of experiments were developed by the en-
gineers of the IAI, and they will illustrate the advanced and 
groundbreaking engineering achievements that are unique 
to the company and its people.”
Based on the Air and Missile Defense Division’s acclaimed 
and field-proven Barak family, the BARAK LRAD interceptor is 
part of the BARAK MX System, an advanced Air and Missile 
Defence System that provides a single integrated solution for 
multiple simultaneous aerial threats from different sources 
and different ranges.
The Barak LRAD Interceptors have vertical launch capabilities 
supporting 360-degree coverage, quick reactions, short min-
imal ranges and an active high-end RF seeker for targets with 
low radar cross sections and high manoeuvrability.
Ariel Shir, Head of the Equipment Division in the Israeli Navy 
RAdm., added: “The demonstration of the capability and the 
success of the test of the BARAK LRAD system is a significant 
milestone in the operationalisation of the INS Oz and is a sig-
nificant addition to the Israeli Navy’s development of new 

BARAK system completed 

detection and interception 

processes in a challenging 

scenario

The system is a significant part 

of the Israeli Navy’s defence 

capabilities

capabilities to defend Israel’s strategic naval assets. The BARAK 
system and its interceptors allow the defence ships improved 
detection and interception capabilities at much greater rang-
es and against a variety of air threats. The professionalism, 
high engineering capabilities and determination of the peo-
ple of the IAI, the engineers of the Israeli Navy and the DDR&D, 
along with the high operational capability of the commanders 
and soldiers of the Missile Ship Flotilla and the crew of the INS 
Magen missile ship, are what made the success of the experi-
ment and the proof of this capability possible. The close and 
beneficial cooperation that exists between the IAI, the DDR&D 
and the Israeli Navy is the primary factor in the continued 
growth and strengthening of the operational capabilities of 
the INS Magen”.

Barak LRAD Interceptors have vertical 

launch capabilities 
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Saab recently signed a contract with the Polish Ministry 

of Defense’s procurement authority, Armament Agency, 

for the design, production and support of two SIGINT 

(signals intelligence) ships. All conditions of the agree-

ment have been met, and Saab has booked an order val-

ue of approximately SEK 6.7 billion.

Saab will be the main supplier and design and be responsible 
for the production and integration of advanced mission sys-
tems on board the two ships. Polish subcontractor Remon-
towa Shipbuilding SA will build the ships. The deliveries are 
planned for 2027.
Significance of a SIGINT Ship 

An immense number of electronic signals constantly sur-
rounds us. They come from radio transmissions, mobile 
phones and radars, among other sources. Most of this com-
munication is civilian, but there is also a significant number 
of signals with military origin in the air.
A SIGINT ship is used to support intelligence data acquisition 
across the full spectrum of naval intelligence capabilities. 
Registering and analysing different types of military signals 
allows a nation to get an overview of the normal behaviour 

of signal traffic in the surrounding area. This creates a picture 
of the types, amount and behaviour of signals you would 
normally expect to find there. If the normal picture changes, 
gradually or suddenly, you would want to understand the 
reason for the changes. These analyses can form the basis for 
military and security-related decision-making.
All types of radio- and radar systems emit signals with a sig-
nature that is unique for that particular type. By registering 
the signatures, it is possible for a nation to build up a signa-
ture library.
Analysing and positioning signals from vessels, aircraft or 
ground forces makes it possible to follow their movements, 
displaying them on a map in real-time. And by comparing 

Saab to Design Two 
SIGNIT Ships for Poland 
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the signals’ unique signature to the signature library, it is pos-
sible to determine which type of emitter the signal comes 
from and identify the type of vessel emitting the signals.
Leveraging Data

Saab’s experience in developing complex systems featuring 
passive sensors and data fusion goes back decades. The com-
pany’s system consists of advanced and sensitive sensors 
combined with the capabilities and tools to sift through 
huge amounts of signals and data to extract what is interest-
ing and relevant.
There are different types of passive sensors depending on 
what is the most pressing need. Typically, it is a compromise 
between picking up something very far away or making sure 
you pick up everything around you. The different sensors’ 
characteristics complement one another and are 
optimised for their specific tasks. This al-
lows the user to pick up indi- vidual sig-
nals, even at great distances, and per-
form highly accurate mea- surements 
on them or to get wide cov- erage of 
the complete radio frequen- cy spec-
trum and immediately de- tect com-
munication- and radar signals.
To draw correct conclusions, you also 

need the means to handle the collected information. For this 
reason, a system has robust and selective algorithms and 
methods for identifying and classifying radar and communi-
cation signals. These processes are automated, and a high 
degree of automation means the operator can focus on criti-
cal tasks while keeping the system continuously running 
with fewer staff during periods with low activity levels.
In addition to the long-term strategic signals intelligence ac-
tivities, passive sensors are also used for tasks with much 
shorter time-span, for example, to detect and identify an at-
tacking hostile aircraft. Traditionally, a radar system detects 
the hostile aircraft, passing its location and speed on to the 
nation’s own ground-based air defence. But we can assume 
that these radar signals are quickly identified by the attack-
ing aircraft’s own passive sensor system. This gives the oppo-
nent the possibility to steer the aircraft out of reach of the 
ground-based air defence or to jam the radar’s signals elec-
tronically. Additionally, the radar station’s location is re-
vealed, opening it up for an attack.
In a situation like this, passive sensors detect hostile aircraft 
by picking up the electronic signals the aircraft emit, radar, 
speech, or data communication. The passive sensors detect 
the hostile aircraft without the attacker understanding they 
are detected, and the air defence radars can stay silent, unde-
tected, until they are really needed.
Having different modern and efficient systems that pick up, 
understands and can make use of all the signals that sur-
round us are a basic precondition for a nation’s capability of 
protecting itself against threats, be it in peacetime, crisis or 
during war.
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Thales Wins French 

Communications Network 

Contract
Thales will deliver over 

200 mobile stations

French defence procurement agency, Direction générale 

de l’armement (DGA), has awarded Thales the ASTRIDE 3 

contract under which the latter will  design  deployable 

and high-speed communications networks for theatres of 

operations, a major asset for collaborative combat.

Thales will deliver more than 200 modular, mobile stations in 
the phase 3 of the ASTRIDE 3 contract.
Rapid to deploy and compliant with NATO interoperability 
standards, ASTRIDE 3 will enable France to command coali-
tion forces as a framework nation, as well as provide the 
French armed forces with an autonomous multi-brigade force 
projection capability.
Armed forces face new types of high intensity conflict that un-
derscore the importance of resilience, discretion and mobility 
of theatre networks and command posts. Forces engaged in 
disputed areas are reliant on the capacity to share data be-
tween multiple sensors and effectors for collaborative com-
bat operations and to support multi-site, multi-domain col-
laboration for collaborative command of allied units.
Integrating New Systems 

ASTRIDE 3 will meet these requirements by integrating new 
connectivity systems such as latest-generation satellite termi-
nals (SYRACUSE IV), HCLOS (high-capacity line-of-sight) com-
munications, tactical software-defined radios (CONTACT) and 
digital wireless services (LTE technology). 
These assets will provide a resilient network of connected 

command posts from theatre level down to tactical units. 
ASTRIDE 3 could also offer defence cloud hosting capabilities 
to meet the needs of collaborative command structures and 
support a broader computer network defence (CND) initia-
tive to deal with cyber threats.
The integrated, automated ASTRIDE 3 stations will accelerate 
manoeuvres in the theatre of operations, enabling forces to 
deploy different versions of the station — hardened contain-
er, shelter (transport cases) or pre-integrated in armoured 
vehicles in the Scorpion ecosystem — to adapt to a wide 
range of tactical situations. 
Wireless connections will shorten command post deploy-
ment times by considerably reducing the number of manual 
operations required. 
Interoperability Standards 

ASTRIDE 3 stations will meet the latest FMN (Federated Mis-
sion Network) interoperability standards and enable France 
to act as a framework nation for forces command at Land 
Component Command (LCC) or Division level.
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U.S. Army
Books Additional JLTVs from 

Oshkosh Defense
Oshkosh Defense, LLC, an Oshkosh Corporation compa-

ny, recently announced that the U.S. Army Contracting 

Command – Detroit Arsenal has placed a US$543 mil-

lion order to exercise available options to support the 

fielding of the Joint Light Tactical Vehicle (JLTV) Family 

of Vehicles.

The order includes Oshkosh Defense JLTVs for the U.S. Army, 
U.S. Marine Corps, U.S. Air Force, and U.S. Navy.
Since winning the competitive JLTV contract in 2015, Osh-
kosh has built over 18,500 JLTVs and fielded vehicles to over 
50 U.S. and international military installations. The company 
has also secured more than 125 patents and applications on 
the JLTV family of vehicles and related technologies and in-
vested in several technology demonstrators, such as the hy-
brid electric JLTV (eJLTV).
The eJLTV offers the U.S. Army and U.S. Marine Corps the 
same level of performance and protection as the base JLTV 
with the addition of silent drive, extended silent watch, en-
hanced fuel economy, and increased exportable power that 
enables it to be used in combat and reconnaissance scenari-
os. It charges the battery while in use, fully recharging the 
lithium-ion battery within 30 minutes. This eliminates the 
need for a charging infrastructure, which remains one of the 
most significant challenges to the electrification of the tacti-
cal wheeled vehicle fleet.
Moreover, from its TAK-4i intelligent independent suspen-

Since 2015, Oshkosh has built 

over 18,500 JLTVs for U.S.

sion system to scalable levels of protection and complete 
plug-and-play C4ISR capability, the JLTV has industry-lead-
ing technology and performance. For example, the iconic A-
Frame emblem and the unique body styling help make the 
Oshkosh JLTV an instantly recognisable world-class light tac-
tical vehicle that features a cutting-edge look to match its in-
novation.
Also, its General Purpose (GP) platform accommodates over 
100 different mission package configurations, which is a tes-
tament to the scalability and flexibility of the vehicle. No oth-
er light vehicle is reportedly as uniquely suited for mission 
adaptability in the field, with the ability to accept additional 
armour without compromising mobility or transportability. 
“Oshkosh has spent the past eight years optimising its manu-
facturing and design processes and building a robust supply 
chain with maximised efficiencies,” said George Mansfield, 
Vice President and General Manager of Joint Programs for 
Oshkosh Defense. “As we prepare for the follow-on contract 

award to be announced in early 2023, Osh-
kosh is in a great position to continue 
providing the best JLTV solution today 
and for many years to come”.
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UK Orders 
Thousands More 
Anti-tank Weapons to 
Bolster Stockpiles
Britain has struck a £229 million deal with Swedish man-

ufacturer Saab, which will see thousands of Next Genera-

tion Light Anti-Tank Weapon (NLAW) systems assembled 

at Thales’ facility at Belfast in Northern Ireland and deliv-

ered to the British Army.

NLAW eliminates even the most advanced tanks. It is consid-
ered best-in-class for dismounted light forces that operate in 
all environments, including built-up areas. It is a shoulder-
launched missile system that attacks a tank from above. 
According to British Defence Secretary Ben Wallace, these 
next generation light anti-tank weapons have played a deci-
sive role in supporting Ukraine’s army to drive back Russia’s 

invading forces.
“Working with our industry partners, we are continuing to 
fulfil our commitment to NATO by ensuring our Armed Forc-
es will receive a steady supply of these weapons over the 
coming years, whilst supporting UK jobs across the length 
and breadth of the country,” he noted.
Secured through Defence Equipment and Support — the 
MOD’s procurement arm — the agreement will see several 
thousand units delivered to UK Armed Forces across 2024-
2026, in addition to around 500 being delivered in 2023 
through a separate procurement.
NLAW combines the simplicity of light anti-armour weapons 
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with the advantages of heavy, crew-operated guided missile 
systems.
Tank Killer

Tanks are playing an increasingly critical role in complex bat-
tle environments. Tanks have traditionally allowed their op-
erators to hunt opponents in relative safety. NLAW has 
turned the tables by removing this safety level, earning its 
name as the ultimate tank killer.
The NLAW gives the enemy something to think about — 
they can no longer employ traditional tactics when faced 
with NLAW weapons. Their change in behaviour will force 
them onto the backfoot. It is best-in-class for dismounted 
troops in all environments and terrain, providing the power 
when one needs it.
The unjammable and man-portable system can be deployed 
in around five seconds by a single soldier, day or night. With a 
combat range of 20–800 m and a single shape charge, it is 
the best anti-tank weapon for infantries and dismounted 
troops in complex terrain. 
Precision Advantage

Extremely flexible, the system can attack from almost any po-
sition, from up high in a building to behind a tree or in a ditch. 
One can fire down 45 degrees and shoot from inside a build-
ing, from a basement or from the second floor of a building 
out of the range of most tanks.
One of the major challenges facing anti-tank weaponry is hit-
ting the target when obstructed by countermeasures and 
obstacles, such as other vehicles, heat sources and power 
lines. No lock-on signature is required. The operator simply 
tracks the target for a few seconds before firing and NLAW 
does the rest.
NLAW offers operators a choice of two firing modes. Direct 
Attack is best used on soft targets such trucks, buses and he-
licopters. Overfly Top Attack, on the other hand, involves the 
missile flying to a metre above a tank’s hatch and unleashing 

a powerful downwards attack on the most vulnerable part 
of the main battle tank (MBT). Another useful feature is the 
ability to select the distance at which the missile arms itself.
With selectable Overfly Top Attack (OTA) against armoured 
targets and Direct Attack (DA) for non-armoured oppo-
nents and troops inside buildings, NLAW fires flawlessly in 
confined spaces.
Armour-piercing Warhead

NLAW’s OTA function is effective at just 20 m, making it ideal 
for short-range combat, even where the tank is behind cov-
er. Its armour-piercing warhead can destroy heavily protect-
ed MBTs in a single shot. The system is extremely effective 
even when the operator can only see a tiny portion of the 
target. The operator can simply aim at the visible part and 
fire. 
The missile will travel one metre above the line of sight be-
fore it takes the tank out from above.
In DA mode, NLAW can be used against soft targets like 
trucks, buses, cars and helicopters. When fired directly 
through a window into a building, fragments will cause sig-
nificant damage.
The ideal mix of Predicted line of sight (PLOS) guidance and 
OTA delivers easy handling, great accuracy and high kill 
probability, every time.

NLAW is a shoulder-

launched missile system

Unjammable system 

can be deployed in five 

seconds

NLAW fires perfectly in confined spaces



The V-22 Osprey is known for its ability to operate in a limited 
landing area. But that can result in decreased visibility, de-
pending on the terrain.
Rotor Downwash

A potential issue that arises with many vertical landings is 
known as rotor downwash. The rotor blades from a descend-
ing vehicle can disperse so much dirt and dust from the 
ground that it sometimes becomes a safety issue.
Doug Fischer, a human factors engineer for the V-22 pro-
gramme, explained: “The rotor downwash can create severe 

‘brownout’ conditions for a pilot. That can be quite stressful 
and disorienting as they’re trying to land in a relatively small 
area.”
As a result, a cross-functional team of about 20 engineers 
came up with a solution to help combat reduced-visibility 
landings. The Reduced Visibility Landing Symbology (RVLS) 
team created a software that significantly aids pilots during 
touchdown.
“This solution allows pilots to land both faster and more ac-
curately in limited visibility without adding the burden of 

The V-22 Osprey is a joint service multirole combat aircraft utilising tiltrotor technology to combine the vertical perfor-
mance of a helicopter with the speed and range of a fixed-wing aircraft. With its rotors in vertical position, it can take off, land 
and hover like a helicopter. Once airborne, it can convert to a turboprop airplane capable of high-speed, high-altitude flight. 
This combination results in global reach capabilities that allow the V-22 to fill an operational niche unlike any other aircraft.
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New Software makes   
Clearly Safer 



configuring the system or formally designating a landing 
zone,” stated Jacob Kowalski, a flying qualities engineer for 
the V-22 programme. “It’s also easier to monitor and teach 
other pilots.”
Detailed Picture

With the new software, pilots now see a more detailed pic-
ture of where the aircraft is going. There’s a moving map dis-
play in the cockpit with added symbols and cues that guide 
the pilots. The display activates about three miles away from 
the landing area to within 100 feet of the desired spot. All this 
integrates flawlessly with the computing, display and sensor 
hardware available on even the earliest Ospreys.
“It used to be that pilots would need to shift their focus be-
tween the cockpit display and the landing area, while at the 
same time calculate necessary changes in speed and alti-
tude,” noted Fischer. “The RVLS, however, provides visual cues 
on how to manage flight controls so the pilots can better 
maintain a safe descent profile. The result is an intuitive solu-
tion that allows the pilot to focus more on display symbology 

without shifting visual scan outside of the aircraft.”
A military test pilot said, “This is where RVLS really shines — 
the pilot could not visually identify the landing zone far out 
but was able to get on and stay on profile until later in the ap-
proach when the zone became visible again.”
An operational pilot called the development “a game-chang-
ing capability.”
The RVLS team worked on the project for four years, including 
many hours of flight testing to validate the software in day, 
night and varied levels of brownout conditions.
V-22 Osprey Specialities 

The aircraft meets U.S. Navy requirements for combat search 
and rescue, fleet logistics support, and special warfare sup-
port. It matches the U.S. Special Operations Command’s re-
quirement for a high-speed, long-range, vertical lift aircraft.
V-22 Osprey can be stored aboard an aircraft carrier or assault 
ship because the rotors can fold and the wings rotate. Impor-
tantly, it has air-to-air refuelling capability, which is consid-
ered the cornerstone of the ability to self-deploy .
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 V-22 Osprey Landings 

V-22 can take off, land and 

hover like a helicopter

Team worked on the 

project for four years

V-22 Osprey has air-to-air 

refuelling capability
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This contract will cover work on the FCAS demonstrator and 
its components for about three and a half years.
As Europe’s most strategic defence programme, FCAS is key 
to European sovereignty in the 21st century. As a combat sys-
tem of systems, FCAS will deliver increasing effects by lever-
aging the connected capabilities of pooled platforms, bring-
ing the next level of air power to highly denied environ-
ments. 
The cornerstone of FCAS is the next-generation weapon sys-
tem where next-generation fighters team up with remote 
carriers as force multipliers. 

Manned and unmanned platforms will provide their unique-
ness to the collective capabilities while being fully interoper-
able with allied forces across domains from land to cyber. The 
air combat cloud will enable the leveraging of networked 
capabilities of all pooled platforms.
Horizon of Phase 1B

The new Phase 1B will address the evolution and maturation 
of next-generation technologies (propulsion, manoeuvrabil-
ity, interconnected and distributed sensors, next-generation 
communications, Cloud services, Edge Computing, artificial 
intelligence, low observability, interoperability, etc.), which 

Europe’s Future 
Combat Air System Gets a 

€3.2 b. Deal Push

In a landmark agreement, the French General Directorate for Armament (DGA), on behalf 

of the governments of France, Germany and Spain, has awarded to Dassault Aviation, Air-

bus, Indra, Eumet and their industrial partners the contract for the Demonstrator Phase 1B 

of the Future Combat Air System (FCAS) worth € 3.2 billion. 
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will make Next-Generation Weapon System  (NGWS)/FCAS 
the most advanced air combat system of systems in the 
world.
The idea is to facilitate and promote the digitalisation of the 
sector and the birth of new dual technologies, with military 
and civilian application in different sectors.
The defence industry is witnessing a paradigm shift from the 
traditional, independently operated fighter jet to an inter-
connected “system of systems” comprising a Next Genera-
tion Fighter (NGF), various unmanned platforms, remote car-
riers (RC), and a Combat Cloud. 

FCAS is key to European 

sovereignty 

Contract will cover work on 

FCAS demonstrator

This Combat Cloud will be the enabling element of the sys-
tem of systems that, relying on Advanced Connectivity 
means (Intra-vehicle Wideband data links, Satellite, Opportu-
nistic, Optical), will allow a high availability of information 
and, thanks to the application of Artificial Intelligence, Big 
Data and Edge Computing, will convert that information into 
knowledge, enabling Collaborative Combat and Air superi-
ority through Multi-platform collaborative capabilities and 
services. 
There will be developments of improved low observability 
techniques in fighter and remote carriers, engine, communi-
cations or mission sensors, among others. 
During Phase 1B, the foundations will be laid for Phase 2, 
which will last another three years and will continue the pro-
gram until 2029, ending with a functional demonstrator. 
The first flight demonstrations are planned for around 2028, 
with the ultimate goal of the system entering service in 2040.
Basis for Cooperation

Dassault Aviation, Airbus, Indra and Eumet have welcomed 
this major step forward that reflects the determination of 
France, Germany and Spain to develop a powerful and inno-
vative fully European weapon system to meet the operation-
al needs of the countries’ armed forces.
Dassault Aviation Chairman and CEO Eric Trappier stated: 
“The FCAS is a political project launched by President Em-
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manuel Macron and Chancellor Angela Merkel in 2017, and 
at a standstill since summer 2021. So, yes, now it is done. We 
have an agreement with Airbus. 
“We’ll now be able to move into the next phase of studies, 
known as 1B, to prepare for the development of a demon-
strator, which should fly around 2029. We have been con-
firmed in our role as prime contractor and architect of the 
aircraft, and we have obtained protection for our industrial 
know-how and technologies.”
He added: “Being the architect of a new fighter aircraft is very 
motivating for our company, our teams, those of Airbus, our 
main partner, Indra and our long-standing partners Safran, 
Thales and MBDA. Not to mention our ecosystem of subcon-
tractors, in all three countries, who will be part of the adven-
ture… Not to mention all the young people we’ll be recruit-
ing to work with the experienced ones, who were involved in 
the Rafale adventure.”
Discussions held over the last months have enabled the cre-
ation of a solid basis for cooperation between industry and 
the three governments.
This continues the successful Phase 1A demonstrators’ relat-
ed R&T work and development activities, which enabled the 
identification of key technologies and the launch of the dem-
onstrators’ developments.
Paving the way for the development phase of the pro-

gramme, this demonstration phase 1B will allow continua-
tion of flying demonstrators and required cutting-edge tech-
nologies development and maturation as well as project ar-
chitectures consolidation.
Industrial Governance 

The industrial governance of the Phase 1B is organised per 
domain as follows:
NGWS Consistency, Demonstrations and Consolidation with 
Airbus, Dassault Aviation and Indra Sistemas as co-contract-
ing partners; New Generation Fighter (NGF), with Dassault 
Aviation for France as prime contractor, and Airbus as main 

Phase 1B will address 

evolution of latest 

technologies

Combat Cloud will be 

enabling element of the 

project

Indra as coordinator of the FCAS programme in Spain will address architecture 

selection, concepts development, technology maturation and validation
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partner for Germany and Spain; NGF Engine with the 50/50 
Joint Venture Eumet -between Safran Aircraft Engines for 
France and MTU Aero Engines for Germany— as prime con-
tractor and ITP Aero for Spain as main partner; Unmanned 
systems, Remote Carrier (RC) with Airbus for Germany as 
prime contractor, MBDA for France and Satnus for Spain as 
main partners; Combat Cloud (CC) with Airbus for Germany 
as prime contractor, Thales for France and Indra Sistemas for 
Spain as main partners; Simulation with Airbus, Dassault 
Aviation and Indra Sistemas as co-contracting partners; Sen-
sors with Indra Sistemas as prime for Spain, and Thales for 
France and FCMS for Germany as main partners; Enhanced 
Low Observability (stealth) with Airbus as prime contractor 
for Spain, Dassault Aviation for France and Airbus for Ger-
many as main partners; Common Working Environment 
with Airbus, Dassault Aviation, Indra Sistemas and Eumet as 
co-contracting partners.
Spanish Role

Global technology and consulting company Indra will ad-
dress architecture selection, concepts development, tech-
nology maturation and validation through demonstrations. 
Indra, as national coordinator of the FCAS programme in 
Spain (which participates on an equal footing with France 
and Germany, which have their respective national coordi-
nators, Dassault Aviation and Airbus Defence and Space 

Separately, the UK’s sovereign industry partners, under 
Team Tempest, will support the endeavour announced 
by the Governments of the UK, Japan and Italy, which 
will see the three nations build a truly international pro-
gramme, with a shared ambition to develop a next gen-
eration fighter aircraft under a new Global Combat Air 
Programme (GCAP).
The programme will build on the substantial progress 
already made in the UK by BAE Systems, Leonardo UK, 
MBDA UK,  Rolls-Royce  and the  UK Ministry of De-
fence  who have been working in partnership since 
2018 as Team Tempest to research, evaluate and devel-
op a host of next generation future combat air systems 
capabilities.
In the UK, around 2,500 people are working on the pro-
gramme as part of Team Tempest and wider industry. 
Beyond the Team Tempest partners, more than 580 or-
ganisations are on contract across the UK, including 91 
SMEs and 26 academic institutions. The Team Tempest 
partners have recruited more than 1,000 apprentices 
and graduates since the launch of the project in 2018, 
with young people nationwide inspired by the oppor-
tunity to be part of a once-in-a-generation combat air 
programme.

UK’s GCAP Jet Pact

Germany), will be responsible for promoting and coordinat-
ing Spanish industrial participation, encouraging the devel-
opment of companies and SMEs in the sector, and the entire 
innovative ecosystem, with universities and research centres 
at the forefront. 
The agreement will involve the contracting of more than 
€600M to Indra in various projects to be executed over the 
next three years. Indra will have a headquarters and a work 
centre dedicated exclusively to the FCAS project.
Indra CEO Ignacio Mataix stated: “The development of the 
Next Generation Weapon System (NGWS), one of the main in-
gredients of the Future Combat Air System (FCAS), consoli-
dates Indra as the coordinator of the Spanish industry and one 
of the great technological leaders of European defence”.

The cornerstone of FCAS is the next-generation weapon system 
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In a visit, during which three summits took place (Saudi-Chinese, Arab-Chinese and Gulf-Chinese), Chinese President, 

Xi Jinping, launched a new phase of relations between Beijing and the Arab and Gulf region. During the visit last De-

cember, which was described as historic, he visited the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, which has hosted two consecutive 

summits in the last five months between the Arab countries and the two major international powers, namely the U.S. 

and China. In this issue, Nation Shield sheds light on Chinese relations with Arab and Gulf countries in general, and Chi-

nese-Emirati relations in particular, and analyses the aspects and objectives of these strategic relations.

Chinese President Xi Jinping’s visit to Riyadh took place about 
six months after U.S. President Joe Biden’s visit to the King-
dom, at a critical time when the U.S.-Saudi relations were wit-
nessing clear tension following the Kingdom’s support for the 
“OPEC +” coalition’s decision to cut oil production. This was in 
conflict with the U.S. desire, which was behind Biden’s visit. It 
was considered by the White House as Saudi Arabia’s align-
ment with Russia in the Ukraine war. In response to a question 
about Xi’s visit, White House National Security Council spokes-
man, John Kirby, told reporters, at the beginning of the Chi-
nese president’s visit, that Saudi Arabia is still an important 

ally of the U.S.. However, he issued a warning about China, 
and said, “We are aware of the influence that China is trying 
to expand.” Kirby continued, “We don’t ask countries to 
choose between the U.S. and China, but as President Biden 
has said many times, we believe that the U.S. is certainly in a 
position to lead in this strategic competition.”
The relations between China and the host country (Saudi 
Arabia) are of particular importance in the context of Bei-
jing’s vision of its global role. Saudi Arabia acquired more 
than 20 per cent of the total Chinese investments in the Arab 
countries during the period from 2005-2020. Moreover, Sau-

Chinese-Gulf Relations:
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di Arabia is the largest oil exporter in the world and, while 
China is the largest importer of crude, as it buys about 25 per 
cent of Saudi oil exports, which reflects the importance of 
the two countries’ relations. At the Gulf level, China is the first 
trading partner for the GCC countries, and a vital partner for 
the countries of the Arab world in the economic, investment 
and trade fields, in addition to its political stances in support 
of Arab rights in international forums and institutions.
The importance of President Xi Jinping’s visit to the Kingdom 
was reflected in the majestic reception that the Chinese Pres-
ident received from his Saudi hosts. His arrival at the royal 
palace in the capital, Riyadh, where he was warmly received 
by the Crown Prince, Mohammed bin Salman, was a definite 
sign of the depth of relations.
The Chinese President Xi Jinping considered that his visit to 
Saudi Arabia inaugurates a new era for relations with the 

Arab world, stressing that the Arab world is an important 
member of the group of developing countries. He added, in 
an article in Al-Riyadh newspaper, that China remains the 
largest trading partner of the GCC and the largest importer of 
its products. He pointed out that Saudi Arabia has achieved 
positive results for economic and social diversification, 
launching important initiatives, such as the Green Middle 
East and Green Saudi Arabia. He stressed Beijing’s support for 
the efforts of Arab countries to preserve their sovereignty, in-
dependence and territorial integrity.
During the visit, Saudi Arabia and China signed a set of agree-
ments that covered several areas, including energy and infra-
structure, at a value of about US$30 billion, in addition to a 
plan to “reconcile” the ambitious Saudi economic reform 
agenda known as “Vision 2030” and the Chinese “Determina-
tion and Path” initiative, whose investments are estimated at 

   UAE as a Model
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UAE-Chinese relations 

have been witnessing rapid 

growth since 2018

trillions of dollars, including 68 countries. Beijing seeks to 
strengthens partnership with Riyadh, while the latter is 
looking forward to diversifying its economic and political 
alliances. 
Chinese-Gulf Relations: The UAE as a Model

UAE-Chinese relations have been witnessing rapid growth 
since 2018. The Chinese President Xi Jinping paid a visit to 
the UAE during which he signed the comprehensive strate-
gic partnership agreement, as well as another cooperation 
agreement in all fields. The UAE-China relations are of excep-
tional importance in light of Abu Dhabi’s keenness to diversi-
fy its relations and take advantage of the opportunities of-
fered by cooperation with strategic partners. This seeks to 
implement the ambitious competitive targets included in 
the ‘Principles of the 50’ document, which represents the 
roadmap of the UAE foreign policy.
On his first foreign tour after his re-election as president last 
March, Chinese President Xi Jinping paid an official visit to 
the United Arab Emirates on the 19th of July 2018, for a peri-
od of three days, during which he met His Highness Sheikh 
Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, President of the United Arab 
Emirates. His Highness anticipated the visit by issuing an of-
ficial welcoming statement describing the visit as historic. To 

celebrate this visit, the UAE launched the” UAE-China Week”, 
which lasted from 17 to 24 July, with the aim of highlighting 
the bilateral relations between the two countries and en-
hancing trade cooperation, cultural exchange and friend-
ship between the two peoples. It was announced to cele-
brate this week annually, provided that the celebrations next 
year should coincide with the celebrations of the Chinese 
New Year.
On that occasion, His Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed 
Al Nahyan, President of the UAE said, “More than 28 years 
ago, Sheikh Zayed, may God rest his soul, visited China, es-
tablishing a strategic relationship between the two coun-
tries. We have reaped the fruits as distinguished economic, 
commercial and cultural relations over more than three de-
cades.” His Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan 
pointed to China’s economic status, saying, “China is an inter-
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national economic giant and has global political weight... Its 
role is influential in achieving the stability of the global econ-
omy and peace.” This historic visit was also preceded by a se-
ries of cultural and political seminars, including a symposium 
on the book “On Governance and Administration” by Chinese 
President Xi Jinping, the launch of the Arabic version of the 
book, and another symposium on the prospects for UAE-Chi-
nese relations.
The Mainstays and Foundations of the UAE-Chinese 

Cooperation

The UAE-Chinese relations are based on a set of strategic pil-
lars, foundations and components, which have played the 
role of a driving force for these relations since their inception 
in the mid-1980s. These components and pillars can be ad-
dressed as follows:
Historical legacy and deep friendship: The late Sheikh Za-

yed bin Sultan Al Nahyan, may God rest his soul in peace, laid 
the strong foundation for relations between the two coun-
tries since the founding of the United Arab Emirates in 1971. 
On the third of December 1971, the founding leader sent a 
telegram to Xun Enlai, the Chinese Premier, informing him of 
the establishment of the UAE.  The former Chinese leader re-
sponded with a congratulatory telegram, announcing Chi-
na’s official recognition of the United Arab Emirates. Bilateral 
diplomatic relations between the United Arab Emirates and 
the People’s Republic of China were launched on November 
1, 1984, while the UAE embassy in Beijing was opened in 
March 1987. His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al 
Maktoum made an official visit to China in 2008, while His 
Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, President 
of the UAE made three official visits to China in 2009, 2012, 
and 2015, respectively, while the UAE received many Chinese 
officials.
Consensus on the development of bilateral relations: An 
analysis of the overall statements of leaders and officials in 
the United Arab Emirates and the People’s Republic of China 
indicates the availability of strong political will and resolve of 
the leaderships of the two countries to develop and deepen 
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relations in a way that serves the interests of the two friendly 
peoples.  
The existence of a strong base of common interests: The 
UAE and China are interlinked through a growing package of 
common interests. The UAE views China as one of the most 
important international powers that guarantee global secu-
rity and stability, and a key party in the security and stability 
equations in the Middle East, by virtue of its growing position 
in the existing global order. 
Convergence of views on regional and international is-

sues and files: The positions of the two countries reveal the 
convergence of views and positions on most regional and 
international files, issues and topics. The two countries show 

mutual understanding and support in issues affecting the 
strategic interests of each party. This level of cooperation, un-
derstanding and coordination is enhanced by a joint Emirati-
Chinese committee working on developing bilateral rela-
tions between the two countries, and raising them to higher 
levels through continuous consultation. 
Mutual visits and continuous dialogue: The visits of the 
leaders of the two countries represent qualitative turning 
points in the course of bilateral relations. The official mutual 
visits began with an official visit by former Chinese President 
Yang Changkun to the UAE in 1989, while the late Sheikh Za-
yed bin Sultan Al Nahyan visited China in May 1990. The for-
mer Chinese President Hu Jintao made a lightning visit to the 
UAE, where he stopped in Dubai as part of his foreign trip in 
2007 and was received at that time by His Highness Sheikh 
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, who visited China the 
next year (2008). His Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al 
Nahyan made three consecutive visits to China in 2009, 2012 
and 2015. The last visit of His Highness represented a quan-
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tum leap in the relations and deepened the strategic part-
nership. The visit resulted in the signing of a large number of 
agreements and bilateral cooperation protocols, which cov-
ered all areas of cooperation, especially in the field of eco-
nomic cooperation. There is no doubt that these visits have 
contributed, in their entirety, to deepening the understand-
ing between the leaderships of the two countries. They have 
a great impact on weaving strong friendly relations between 
the leaders and senior officials. This had clear effects reflect-
ed in the great welcoming reception of His Highness Sheikh 
Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, President of the UAE, during 
his visit to China in 2015.
Conclusion

Since the founding of the Union on the second of December 
1971, the UAE’s foreign policy has been based on several 
principles and foundations, including openness to all coun-
tries of the world, and the constant pursuit of strengthening 
relations and building bridges of cooperation with countries 
of the world, regardless of their proximity or geographical 
distance. His Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahy-
an, President of the UAE, always highlighted, in his political 
speeches, the UAE’s keenness to establish constructive rela-
tions with all countries of the world, in a way that achieves 
the common interests of countries and meets the aspirations 
of peoples for development and prosperity. This emanates 
from a firm belief in the pivotal role of international coopera-
tion in making more achievements for the UAE and the world 
as a whole. The UAE always seeks to explore more investment 
opportunities, as part of the UAE’s plan to reach the highest 
levels of global competitiveness in all areas of development. 
The UAE employs its unique advantages, such as its environ-
ment that stimulates work and investment, and adopts the 
latest technology outputs, which contributes to accelerat-
ing, facilitating and increasing the efficiency of the business 
environment. The UAE also benefits from its unique position 
as a strategic gateway to easily access emerging markets in 
the Middle East, Africa and Asia, which provides companies 
and investors with a wide range of investment and export 
opportunities. While the UAE is keen to diversify its foreign 
relations and expand its partnerships with regional and in-

ternational powers, it is at the same time considered a partner 
that enjoys the trust and appreciation of the countries of the 
world and the active players in it. This is evidenced by the vis-
its of leaders and presidents of various countries of the world 
to the UAE throughout the year .
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A stated policy of restraint is what shapes the role of nu-

clear weapons in U.S. strategy. The U.S. says it is commit-

ted to taking steps to reduce the role of nuclear weapons 

as well as the risks of nuclear war, while ensuring its stra-

tegic deterrent remains safe, secure, and effective, and 

extended deterrence commitments remain strong and 

credible.

Since the end of the Cold War, the U.S. has substantially re-
duced the size and diversity of its nuclear forces, narrowed 
the circumstances under which it would consider employing 
these forces, actively sought reciprocal force reductions with 
Russia, and made progress in global non-proliferation and 
risk reduction.
NPR Affirmation

The Nuclear Posture Review (NPR) affirms the following roles 
for nuclear weapons: Deter strategic attacks; assure Allies 
and partners; and achieve U.S. objectives if deterrence fails.
These roles are interrelated, complementary and provide the 
basis for developing and assessing the country’s nuclear 

strategies, policies, and capabilities. 
“Hedging against an uncertain future” is no longer a stated 
role for nuclear weapons. The U.S. has hinted it will continue 
to carry out robust risk management strategies within the 
nuclear enterprise so that it is capable of delivering credible 
deterrence even in the face of uncertainties and unanticipat-
ed challenges. 
This requires sustaining a set of initiatives and actions in the 
nuclear enterprise that over time builds enduring advantage 

Progress made in global non-
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and resilience in its stockpile, production complex, and sci-
ence and technology efforts.
Strategic Attacks

The U.S. affirms that its nuclear forces deter all forms of strate-
gic attack. They serve to deter nuclear employment of any 
scale directed against the U.S. homeland or the territory of 
Allies and partners, whether on the ground, in the air, at sea, 
or in space. Any adversary use of nuclear weapons, regard-
less of location or yield, would fundamentally alter the nature 
of a conflict, create the potential for uncontrolled escalation, 
and have strategic effects.
Consistent with prior reviews, the U.S. nuclear strategy ac-
counts for existing and emerging non-nuclear threats with 
potential strategic effect for which nuclear weapons are nec-
essary to deter. The policy makers consider that nuclear 
weapons are required to deter not only nuclear attack, but 
also a narrow range of other high consequence, strategic-
level attacks.
Assuring Allies

Extended nuclear deterrence contributes to non-prolifera-
tion goals by giving Allies and partners confidence that they 
can resist strategic threats and remain secure without acquir-
ing nuclear weapons of their own. Part of U.S. assurance to 
Allies and partners is a continued and strengthened commit-
ment to arms control, nuclear non-proliferation, and nuclear 
risk reduction to improve collective security by reducing or 
constraining adversary capabilities.

As part of NPR implementation, the U.S. will update nuclear 
weapons employment guidance in accordance with the pol-
icy and strategy established by the President following publi-
cation of this report. The U.S. nuclear weapons employment 
guidance is approved by the President, and all nuclear plans 
are reviewed and approved by the Secretary of Defence. 
These plans are prepared with advice from the Chairman of 
the Joints Chiefs of Staff, among other senior officials. Legal 
advice is integral to the preparation of these documents and 
includes review of their consistency with the Law of Armed 
Conflict (LOAC), which is authoritatively stated for Depart-
ment of Defense (DoD) personnel in the DoD Law of War 
Manual. 
Integrated Deterrence

The U.S. looks to deter through safe, secure, and effective nu-
clear forces that enable country-specific strategies and plans, 
extended deterrence commitments, and an integrated de-
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U.S. Navy’s SSBN are 

designed specifically for 

stealth and the precise 

delivery of nuclear warheads

terrence approach that incorporates suitable non-nuclear 
capabilities tailored to specific threat scenarios. 
This approach requires modernising nuclear forces, NC3, 
production infrastructure, and science and technology and 
industrial base; strengthening extended deterrence relation-
ships; and reinforcing the nuclear forces with defences 
against adversaries’ conventional, cyber, space, information, 
chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear capabilities.
A key goal of integrated deterrence is to develop tailored op-
tions that shape adversary perceptions of benefits and costs. 
The role of nuclear weapons is well established and embed-
ded in strategic deterrence policy and plans. 
Non-nuclear capabilities may be able to complement nucle-
ar forces in strategic deterrence plans and operations in ways 
that are suited to their attributes and consistent with policy 
on how they are to be employed. 
A pragmatic approach to integrated deterrence will seek to 
determine how the Joint Force can combine nuclear and 
non-nuclear capabilities in complementary ways that lever-
age the unique attributes of a multi-domain set of forces to 
enable a range of deterrence options backstopped by a cred-
ible nuclear deterrent. 
Important Element

Another important element of integrated deterrence is bet-
ter synchronising nuclear and non-nuclear planning, exer-
cises, and operations. 
In U.S. view, the range of nuclear options available to the Peo-
ple’s Republic of China (PRC) leadership will expand in the 
years ahead, allowing it potentially to adopt a broader range 
of strategies to achieve its objectives, to include nuclear coer-
cion and limited nuclear first use. 
Washington is expected to maintain a flexible deterrence 
strategy and force posture that continues to convey to the 
PRC that the U.S. will not be deterred from defending its Al-
lies and partners, or coerced into terminating a conflict on 
unacceptable terms. 
Forces that provide this flexibility include the W76-2 low yield 

submarine launched ballistic missile warhead, globally-de-
ployable bombers, dual-capable fighter aircraft, and air-
launched cruise missiles. 
Russia remains the U.S. rival with the most capable and di-
verse nuclear forces. Today it is unique in the combination of 
strategic and non-strategic nuclear forces it fields that en-
ables nuclear employment ranging from large-scale attacks 
on the homeland to limited strikes in support of a regional 
military campaign. 
To deter large-scale attacks, the U.S. will field a modern, resil-
ient nuclear Triad. To deter theatre attacks and nuclear coer-
cion of Allies and partners, Washington will bolster the Triad 
with capabilities that further strengthen regional deterrence, 
such as F-35A dual-capable fighter aircraft (DCA) equipped 
with the B61-12 bomb; the W76-2 warhead; and the Long-
Range Standoff (LRSO) weapon. 
The PRC and Russia are at different stages in their nuclear 
weapons development but each is seen as posing a major 
and growing nuclear threat to the U.S. and its Allies and part-
ners. 
Washington’s strategy for North Korea recognises the threat 
posed by its nuclear, chemical, missile, and conventional ca-
pabilities, and the need to make clear to the Kim regime the 
dire consequences should it use nuclear weapons. Any nucle-
ar attack by North Korea against the United States or its Allies 
and partners is unacceptable.

The Ohio-class ballistic missile submarine USS 

Nebraska (SSBN 739) transits the Hood Canal
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New Capabilities

Changes in the security environment and new capabilities — 
particularly in the cyber and space domains — will contrib-
ute in crisis or conflict to an increasingly complex operating 
environment. In this type of environment, deterring aggres-
sion and managing escalation will be more challenging. Ac-
cordingly, in developing and executing tailored deterrence 
strategies, Washington will follow guidelines for managing 
escalation risk. 
These guidelines will reflect general principles and ap-
proaches that favour crisis stability, such as architectural re-
silience and defences that reduce first mover advantages in 
cyber and space; operational concepts and capabilities that 
provide options intended to limit escalation risk; and resil-
ient, stress-tested weapon systems and command and con-
trol networks.
The U.S. has substantial experience in strategic dialogue and 
crisis management with Russia, but has made little progress 
with the PRC despite consistent U.S. efforts. The world ex-
pects nuclear powers to act responsibly, including on risk re-
duction and crisis communications, and the U.S. will contin-
ue to pursue these efforts with China.
Day-to-Day Alert

U.S. intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) are not on “hair 

trigger” alert. These forces are on day-to-day alert, a posture 
that contributes to strategic stability. Forces on day-to-day 
alert are subject to multiple layers of control, and the U.S. 
maintains rigorous procedural and technical safeguards to 
prevent misinformed, accidental, or unauthorised launch. 
Survivable and redundant sensors provide high confidence 
that potential attacks will be detected and characterised, en-
abling policies and procedures that ensure a deliberative 
process allowing the President sufficient time to gather infor-
mation and consider courses of action. In the most plausible 
scenarios that concern policy leaders today, there would be 
time for full deliberation. 
For these reasons, while the U.S. maintains the capability to 
launch nuclear forces under conditions of an ongoing nucle-
ar attack, it does not rely on a launch-under-attack policy to 
ensure a credible response. Rather, U.S. nuclear forces are 
postured to withstand an initial attack. In all cases, the U.S. 
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will maintain a human “in the loop” for all actions critical to 
informing and executing decisions by the President to initi-
ate and terminate nuclear weapon employment.
As long as Allies and partners face nuclear threats, extended 
nuclear deterrence will remain a pillar of regional security ar-
chitectures. Effective assurance of Allies and partners is built 
on a shared view of the security environment and deterrence 
challenges; a commitment to risk- and burden-sharing; mod-
ern and effective nuclear forces; robust consultation process-
es; and Ally and partner confidence that the United States 
has the will and capability to meet its security commitments. 
As long as nuclear weapons exist, NATO will remain a nuclear 
alliance. A strong, cohesive Alliance with a clear nuclear mis-
sion remains essential to deter aggression and promote 
peace and stability in the Euro-Atlantic area, and the central 
role nuclear weapons and other strategic capabilities play in 
Russian doctrine. 
U.S. strategic nuclear forces and forward-deployed nuclear 
weapons provide an essential political and military link be-
tween Europe and North America. 
Non-Proliferation

Beyond the critical role played by deterrence, arms control, 
risk reduction, and nuclear non-proliferation play indispens-
able roles in reducing nuclear dangers. These are mutually 
reinforcing tools for preserving stability, deterring aggres-
sion and escalation, and avoiding arms racing and nuclear 
war. Washington is placing renewed emphasis on arms con-
trol, nuclear non-proliferation, and risk reduction. These poli-
cies complement U.S. nuclear policy and force structure deci-
sions and enable it to pursue opportunities to reduce the 

role of nuclear weapons globally, enhance strategic stability 
with the PRC and Russia, and reduce the risks of war or escala-
tion during war. 
Limitations on and greater transparency into adversary nu-
clear and possibly non-nuclear strategic capabilities through 
arms control is central to any approach to reduce the role of 
nuclear weapons. Mutual, verifiable nuclear arms control of-
fers the most effective, durable and responsible path to re-
duce the role of nuclear weapons in the U.S. strategy and pre-
vent their use. 
Upon taking office in January 2021, the U.S. President imme-
diately extended the New Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty 
(START) for the full five-years provided in the Treaty. Extend-
ing verifiable limits on Russian intercontinental-range nucle-
ar forces contributes to strategic stability and advances de-
fence priorities. 
Successfully enforcing future arms control agreements will 
require new technical capabilities for verification and moni-
toring (V&M). The U.S. is already investing in some of the 
needed technologies, but additional resource prioritisation 
may be required to ensure they will be available when need-
ed. Washington’s participation in several international collab-
orations (e.g., International Partnership for Nuclear Disarma-
ment Verification) advances the technical basis for innovation 
in V&M. 
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The U.S. says it remains dedicated to preserving and strength-
ening the nuclear non-proliferation regime and reaffirms its 
commitment to the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT). The NPT 
has made the world safer and more prosperous, and all Par-
ties, including the United States and its Allies and partners, 
continue to benefit from the Treaty. 
The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and its nucle-
ar safeguards system, including the Additional Protocol, as 
well as effective international export controls, impede nucle-
ar proliferation and should be strengthened. 
P5 Process

The P5 Process promotes dialogue on nuclear issues that 
could build confidence and understanding, enhance trans-
parency, and create a forum for high-level engagement. Fu-
ture efforts could be tailored to deepen engagement on nu-
clear doctrines, concepts for strategic risk reduction, and nu-
clear arms control verification.
The U.S. supports the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Trea-
ty (CTBT) and is committed to working to achieve its entry 
into force, recognising the significant challenges that lie 
ahead in reaching this goal. In the near term, it continues to 
support the Preparatory Commission for the CTBT Organisa-
tion; the completion and provisional operation of the Inter-
national Monitoring System and International Data Centre; 
and development of the on-site inspection regime so that it 
will be capable of carrying out its compliance verification 
mission once the Treaty enters into force. 
Once in force, the CTBT would ban nuclear explosive tests of 

any yield. Under the CTBT there is no thresh-
old of nuclear yield below which nuclear ex-
plosive tests are permissible. If the CTBT were 
to enter into force, Russia and the PRC would 
have an obligation to comply with the Trea-
ty’s “zero-yield” standard. 
A Fissile Material Cutoff Treaty (FMCT) would 
ban the production of fissile material for use 
in nuclear weapons and remains a key ele-
ment of the global non-proliferation and 
disarmament agenda. The U.S. continues to 

support the commencement of FMCT negotiations, pro-
vided they are governed by consensus and all key states 
participate. 
The U.S. does not consider the Treaty on the Prohibition of 
Nuclear Weapons (TPNW) to be an effective means to reach 
that goal. The U.S. does not share the underlying assumption 
of the TPNW that the elimination of nuclear weapons can be 
achieved irrespective of the prevailing international security 
environment. 
Nuclear Counter-terrorism

Preventing an act of nuclear terrorism is an enduring nation-
al security requirement. The U.S. plans to continue to work 
through diplomacy and partnerships to advance the core el-
ements of its nuclear counterterrorism strategy: denying 
non-state actors access to nuclear materials and related 
technology; improving forensic capabilities to identify the 
origin of nuclear material outside of regulatory control or 
used in a nuclear device; monitoring and disrupting terrorist 
attempts to obtain nuclear capabilities; and, maintaining an 
incident response posture to detect, interdict, and defeat 
nuclear threats or minimise the consequence of nuclear 
events.
Modernisation Plan

The U.S. will field and maintain strategic nuclear delivery sys-
tems and deployed weapons in compliance with New START 
Treaty central limits as long as the Treaty remains in force. 
Programmes are also being executed to modernise U.S. DCA, 
the nuclear weapons stockpile, the NC3 architecture, and the 
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weapons production infrastructure. 
While the U.S. nuclear arsenal remains safe, secure, and effec-
tive, most nuclear deterrent systems are operating beyond 
their original design life. Replacement programmes are on 
track, but there is little or no margin between the end of ef-
fective life of existing systems and the fielding of their re-
placements. These replacement programmes are planned to 
deliver modernised capabilities. The B83-1 gravity bomb will 
be retired due to increasing limitations on its capabilities and 
rising maintenance costs. 
A safe, secure, and effective deterrent requires modern 
weapons and a modern infrastructure, enabled by a world-
class workforce equipped with modern tools. The nuclear se-
curity enterprise must be able to respond in a timely way to 
threat developments and technology opportunities, main-
tain effectiveness over time, and at all times ensure that Pres-
idential guidance can be achieved. 
This plan has three pillars. First, given the complexity and in-

terconnected nature of ongoing nuclear modernisation 
and sustainment programmes, DoD and National Nuclear 
Security Administration (NNSA) will improve coordination 
and integration. DoD and NNSA will develop and imple-
ment a Nuclear Deterrent Risk Management Strategy to 
identify, prioritise, and recommend actions across the 
portfolio of nuclear programmes and monitor the overall 
health of the nuclear deterrent.
Second, NNSA will institute a Production-based Resilience 
Program (PRP) to complement the science-based stew-
ardship programme and ensure that the nuclear security 
enterprise is capable of full-scope production. The PRP will 
establish the capabilities and infrastructure that can effi-
ciently produce weapons required in the near-term and 
beyond, and that are sufficiently resilient to adapt to addi-
tional or new requirements should geopolitical or tech-
nology developments warrant. 
Key attributes are flexibility, supply chain security and re-
silience, production capacity margin, and elimination of 
single point failures. 
Third, NNSA will establish a Science and Technology Inno-
vation Initiative to accelerate the integration of science 
and technology (S&T) throughout its activities. This initia-
tive will add to the existing science portfolio an increased 
focus on leveraging S&T to support the weapon design 
and production phases and modernise the production 
complex. The goal is to more rapidly assimilate findings 
from academic, commercial, and internal research and  re-

duce the time and cost required to design and produce 
weapons with the most modern technologies that are most 
responsive to potential threats. 
This initiative will include new and replacement science fa-
cilities. Additionally, NNSA will partner closely with DoD’s 
S&T community as both pursue activities to foster and exer-
cise the national technology base.
Safety Commitment

In an increasingly complex security environment, Washing-
ton says it is committed to ensuring a safe, secure, and effec-
tive nuclear deterrent, and strong and credible extended 
deterrence — a posture that contributes to stability and 
supports the broader objectives of the U.S. National De-
fence Strategy. 
This includes a commitment to responsible stewardship of 
nuclear weapons, constructive collaboration with Allies and 
partners, pragmatic approaches to arms control and non-
proliferation, and responsible technology innovation that 
enhances stability.
Reference Text: National Defense Strategy 2022
Pic credit: www.af.mil
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T-14 Armata: 
Armed with Protective Design

It’s the robust components and innovative characteristics that has 

kept T-14 Armata, a new-generation main battle tank (MBT) devel-

oped by Russian company Uralvagonzavod (UVZ), ahead of most 

others in its category. 

The tank was officially unveiled for the first time during the Moscow 

Victory Day Parade in May 2015.

Russia is one of the leading nations in the development of MBTs 

since the making of T-34 during the Second World War, and Russian 

T-14 Armata is considered one of the most revolutionary pro-

grammes of the recent years. UVZ began the development of this 

vehicle in 2009 basing its work on the previous T-95 project. 

Technical Specification

Armament: One 125mm gun, one 

57mm automatic grenade launch-

er, one 12.7 mm machine gun Pro-

tection against small arms and 

shell splinters.

Armour: Active protection system 

and active, passive add-on armor

Weight: 48,000 kg

Dimensions: Length: 8.7 m; Width: 

3.5 m; Height: 3.3 m

Speed: 80 to 90 km/h maximum 

road speed

Range: 500 km

Crew: 3 
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Currently a limited number of T-14 Armata are in service in 
the Russian Army, but the vehicle is expected to be intro-
duced in larger numbers in the near future. Compared to pre-
vious Russian-made MBTs, T-14 Armata is designed to find a 
better balance between firepower, mobility and protection.
Compared to Western counterparts, legacy Russian MBTs 
(like T-64s, T-72s/T-90s and T-80s) lacked of protection and 
had poor ergonomics.
Unmanned Turret

The most innovative part of its design is the introduction of 
an unmanned turret. This solution gives the vehicle immense 
advantages on the overall protection, which is claimed to be 
comparable to that of the best Western MBTs — the latest 
evolutions of Abrams and Leopard 2.
The entire crew is seated in a well-protected citadel at the 
front of the hull, the unmanned remote controlled turret is 
on the middle while the power pack is on the rear. 
The roof of the turret houses a meteorological mast, satellite 
communications, global navigation satellite system 
(GLONASS), data link and radio communications antennae.
The T-14 is based on a modular combat platform, which can 
also serve as a basis for other armoured variants such as 
heavy infantry fighting vehicle (IFV) and armoured person-
nel carrier (APC).
The tank is 1 m longer and higher than the T-90. It measures 
10.8m-long, 3.5m-wide and 3.3m-high.
To increase its overall protection, the T-14 Armata is equipped 
with a complex active/passive defence system (hard kill/soft 
kill). 
Weight Benefit

Another key element of the Russian vehicle is the limitation 
on the weight. T-14 has an estimated Gross Vehicle Weight 
(GVW) of 48 tonnes, a value not very different from the MBTs 
actually in service in the Russian Army, and it constitutes a 
major advantage in the area of tactical and strategic mobility. 
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Compared to 70 tonnes western MBTs the lightness of T-14 
Armata means easy air, ship (especially landing ship), rail and 
road transportation. 
The vehicle features a hybrid suspension system with a mix 
of hydro-pneumatic and torsion bars with seven wheels in-
stead of the six wheels installed on the previous models. 
Thanks to its powerful engine, the T-14 has power to weight 
ratio of 31 HP/t, which is the highest value among modern 
MBTs. 
Armata is credited with a top on-road speed of 80/90 km/h, 
considered an extraordinary performance for a MBT. 
Well-Armed

The T-14 is armed with a new 125mm smoothbore main gun 
(2A82-1M cannon) but has been designed to be easily con-
verted to the new 152mm (2A83 cannon). The 125mm 2A-
82-1M gun is coupled with a new generation autoloader 
compatible with longer ammunitions. 
For T-14 Armata, Russia developed a new gun barrel 
launched 3UBK21 Sprinter laser homing missile that can be 
used for anti-tank or anti-air (anti-helicopter) purposes. The 
vehicle is equipped with a Fire Control System (FCS) with 
gunner and commander day/night last generation sights. 
The performance of the main gun and stabilised servo asso-
ciated with the day/night FCS ensures high first-round prob-
ability of hit even firing on-the-move to a moving target. 
The tank is also fitted with a close distance camera system to 
ensure a situational awareness at close distances. An ad-
vanced modular passive armour in association with dual-re-
active Malakhit protection system and active/ passive Afgha-
nit protection system is integrated in the design of the vehi-

cle right since the beginning. 
Upgradation Efforts

In addition to the introduction of the T-14 Armata, Russian 
Army is carrying on with different programmes to upgrade 
T-72B, T-80B/U and T-90 legacy MBTs. The latest T-72 up-
grades by Russian industries are T-72B3M/B4 fitted with Rel-
kit ERA system. 
The main features of the B4 variant are a new 1,130 HP (848 
kW) diesel engine, an evolved FCS with Sosna-U day/night 
gunner’s sight and a new PK-PAN independent panoramic 
sight for the commander. 
The latest evolution of T-80 is the T-80 BVM/T-80U1. The cen-
tral feature of this upgrade is the integration of Malakhit pro-
tection system. As for the latest T-72B3/ T-72B3M, the T-80 
BVM introduces an upgraded FCS with Sosna-U day/night 
gunner’s sight and a new independent panoramic sight for 
the commander. 
T-90 AM74 is the most innovative upgrade of a previous gen-
eration Russian MBT since it is fitted with 2A82-1M 125mm 
gun of T-14 Armata with an autoloader modified to be com-
patible with Vacuum APFSDS kinetic energy round. 
Crew Management

Placing the entire crew in the chassis, inside a citadel, as it is in 
the T-14 Armata, is a good way to optimise and maximise the 
protection level of the crew compartment without much in-
crease in the overall weight. A decrease to only two-man 
crew is technically feasible with the step forward attained by 
vehicle electronics. 
A two-man crew will probably have difficulties operating the 
vehicle for a long time and in a complex environment, such 
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as in urban or high intensity operations, due to the immense 
workload, but that might be reduced thanks to the integra-
tion of helmet-mounted displays for the crew. This solution 
is already under development in the Israeli Carmel pro-
gramme, as well as in the Optionally Manned Fighting Vehi-
cle (OMFV) one.
The hull is divided into three compartments, a crew cab at 
forward, an unmanned remote controlled turret in the cen-
tre and a power-pack at the rear. The driver sits in the left, 
gunner in the middle and commander in the right inside a 
special armoured capsule. Entry and exit are provided 
through three hatches in front of the hull. 
Self-protection

The hull is equipped with a modular armour system made of 
steel, ceramics and composite material. The low-silhouette 
of the tank avoids exposition of the parts to enemy fire, 
which significantly enhances the safety and survivability of 
the crew. For this purpose, particularly during explosions, 
the crew capsule is isolated from the automatic loader and 
ammunition.
The tank is anticipated to offer up to STANAG 4569 Level 5 
protection. Its forward portion is covered with reactive ar-
mour, whereas the rear is fitted with bar armour to provide 
additional protection against anti-tank rocket-propelled 
grenades (RPGs). The tank can also be hinged with addition-
al active and passive armour.
The nuclear, biological and chemical (NBC) protection, auto-
matic fire suppression system and smoke grenade discharg-
ers aboard the tank enhance the crew survivability. 
All-round Vision

The commander and gunner are equipped with multispec-

tral sights with visible scope, thermal channels, and laser 
rangefinders. The commander’s sight mounted on top of the 
turret offers a 360° field of view, while the gunner’s sight is 
fitted with a direct-vision periscope and a laser designator.
The wide-angle cameras fitted on the tank provide a full 360° 
all-round vision and situational awareness for the crew. The 
tank is also expected to carry electro-optical/infrared (EO/IR) 
based laser warning receivers.
The T-14 is fitted with a computerised fire control system, 
which automatically formulates the fire control solution us-
ing the data from a muzzle reference system and a wind sen-
sor mounted on the roof of the turret. 
The tank is also equipped with a  battlefield management 
system. The Armata T-14 is powered by an A-85-3A turbo-
charged diesel engine, which generates a power output of 
1,200hp. The engine is coupled to a 12-speed automatic 
transmission.
The running gear includes seven dual rubber-tired road 
wheels on each side. The tank has a maximum cruising range 
of 500km.
Western Response

In response to the Armata, German Rheinmetall AG has de-
veloped a new 130mm L/51 tank gun, claiming it provides a 
50 per cent increase in armour penetration over the 120mm 
L/55 in service with the Bundeswehr. Germany and France 
have joined forces to develop a “Main Ground Combat Sys-
tem” (MGCS) to compete with the technological advances of 
the Armata and replace both the Leclerc and Leopard 2 MBTs 
around 2030 .
Reference Text/Photo:
By Vitaly V. Kuzmin
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